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Allensworth To Celebrate Centenniaf With Many Activities 
Public invited to attend 
3-day celebration and 
find out about the town 
that practiced self-
reliance 
The Black Voice News 
TULARE COUNTY 
SUBSCRIBE 
ONLINE 
WWW. 
Blackvoicenews .com 
By Cheryl Brown 
Amtrak trains, 
buses, cars and 
other forms of 
transportation will 
Actor WIiiiam head to 
Allen Young -will Allensworth State 
headline . . 
Allensworth cele- H1stoncal Park, 
bnstion. 
celebrating the Centennial of this historic 
town on Octo~r 10, 11 and 12. 
Actor William Allen Young, will head-
line the celebration of "The Town That 
Refused To Die." Allen, who starred in the 
television series "Moesha," was also in 
"CS! Miami" and many others. 
Allensworth, now a state park, will be 
filled with educational programming and 
events. There will be tours of the refur-
bished buildings and live music and enter-
tainment. Locally, the Inland.Empire sec-
tion of the National Council of Negro 
Women will be taking a bus. Saxophonist 
J. Boykin ~ill be performing and the pro-
gram will last throughout the two days. 
Family members of the founders ·and for-
mer residents will return to celebrate the 
• 01ce 
legacy o,f their families. 
One hundred years ago Col. 
Allensworth and four others, Professor 
William Payne, Dr. William Peck, J.W. . 
Palmer, and Harvey Mitchell, founded 
Allensworth. They agreed ·with the Booker 
T. Washington philosophy of self reliance. 
.They wanted to have a place where their 
families could live free of discrimination 
ews 
and decided on the area in Tulare County, 
• just outside of Bakersfield. The town was 
prosperous until they were faced with 
water issues. ,. 
A new book recently published by 
author Alice C. Royal, a descendent whc! 
grew up in this historic community. The 
book entitled "Allensworth, the Freedom 
See ALLENSWORTH Page A-4 
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Activist Seeks: Accountability Of 'Joint' Police Sweeps · 
' ' . 
By Chris Levister 
When Moreno Valley Police Special 
Mo Val Barbers: Six 
Months Later "Justice 
Delayed is Justice Denied" 
The Black Voice News 
MORENO VALLEY 
Enforcement Team officers charged into 
Kevon Gordon's Sunnymead Avenue 
barbershop April 2 during a business 
license inspection sweep they rocked his 
world. . 
"It took ten years to build my busi-
ness. Police using Board of Cosmetology 
inspectors as cover took minutes to 
destroy it," · charged Gordon Saturday · 
gesturing to an empty shop. "They 
smeared my character and ·wre~ed my 
business, no apology, no redress, no 
nothing." 
"Those allegations are deeply trou-
bling to community activist, Jerry L. 
Green who publishes the Black Business 
Resource and Networking Directory. 
May 5, Green a well respected marketing 
executive and chairman of the Moreno 
Valley Black Chamber of Commerce 
facilitated a meeting between barbers and 
Mayor Bill Batey. 
Moreno Valley activist and businessman Jerry L. Green pictured at a 
Black Chamber of Commerce candidates forum, wants Mayor BIii Batey 
to follow through on promises to help develop oversight policies ·gov-
erning 'joint agency' police operations. 
"I felt officers were out of line to go 
through salon shelving, and drawers. 
Perception is an individual 's reality. If 
you come in and want to check a busi-
ness license, look on the. wall. ~u don't 
have to look through drawers or cabinets. 
You don't have to come in body armor 
and secure the back door. You don't have 
to question customers if you're looking 
for business licenses." 
When police and city code enforce-
ment officers staged the April 2 and April 
15 sweeps they were accompanied by 
one of the state's most powerful and 
revered regulators: the Department of 
Consumer Affairs' Board of Barbering 
and Cosmetology which inspects (usual-
ly without notificatidn) about 15,000 
California businesses a year. 
Some barbers argue police skirted 
legal checks and balances when they 
used state inspectors as cover to avoid 
court issued warrants. They believe the 
sweeps were conducted to intimidate 
them and target Black owned or operated 
barbershops. Five of the six businesses 
inspected April 2 are Black owned. 
Gree.a said he wanted barbers to have 
direct contact with Mayor Batey. "One of 
the questions they asked the mayor was, 
'would police go into a major shopping 
mall . in full body armor using the same 
kind of heavy banded tactics'?" He said 
the diverse group of barbers who attend-
ed the meeting was happy with the dia-
logue with Batey. 
Green now wants the mayor to follow 
through on his promise to barbers. "The 
mayor committed to bring the allegations 
to the city council and promised to push 
for the development of policy that 
among other things would spell out pro-
visions for conducting future 'joint 
agency' police operations with outside 
federal, county and state agencies such as 
the Department of Consumer Affairs." 
Green said those promises made five 
months ago have yet to see official 
action. "I ha,ven 't heard back from the 
mayor." A search of city records indi-
cates the matter has not come before 
members of the council. Batey's office 
had no comment. While Green is confi-
dent Batey · and city leade,rs will follow 
through, Gordon, Jones and two other 
barbers who spoke in confidence charac-
terized the delayed response this way: ., 
"Justice delayed is justice denied." 
See SWEEPS Page A-4 
Ole' Miss Has 
Come· Far From 
Its Ugly Past 
Site of Obama-
.McCain Debate ''A . 
cause for celebra- · 
tion" 
The Black ):pice News t 
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI 
By Chris Levister 
Kids Say 'No Way' To C~nelllastar's Near Shutdown 
William Faulkner, the late Nobel 
Laureate and Mississippi novelist 
famously wrote, ''The past is never dead. 
It's not even past." But at the site <if last 
week's first presidential debate between 
Sen. Barack Obama and Sen. John 
McCain , Faulkner's hometown of 
Oxford showed it has come a long way 
from the past. Theater 's money 
woes put pressure 
on downtown revi-
talization project 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Chris Levister 
"No way, • !bey can't do that!" 
Apparently the bankrupt operator of 
CinemaStar didn't get the memo- from 
kids that shutting down one of San 
Bernardino's coolest places is unaccept-
able. 
Never mind the impact closing the 
movie theater would have on an ambi-
tious revitalization project that's still a 
work in progress. 
"Kids need a place to go," said Marcus 
Ross waiting at the busy bus stop across 
from the inulti-screen theater complex. 
"We've been going to see movies there 
since we were kids," explained teen 
brothers Dwayne and Eric Curtis. 
The operator has been in bankruptcy 
See THEATER Page A-4 Teens Eric and Dwayne Curtis and Marcus Ross hope San Bernardino city leaders can keep CinemaStar's doors open. 
These are exciting times at the Oxford 
campus known colloquially as Ole Miss 
- the last time the University of 
Mississippi h~d this much attention was 
more, than 45 years ago when federal _-
troops escorted the first Black student on 
campus in the middle of a white segrega-
tionist riot. 
So much has changed since a federal 
coun order forced Ole Miss to admit 
African-American student James 
Meredith in 1962. Meredith's first day 
on the all white campus ended in a hail of 
bullets, gas canisters, two dead, and hun-
dreds in ju red. 
The images of 30,000 federal tr?<JpS 
fighting off angry white rioters shouting 
insults to Meredith are a distant memory. 
Today, 19 percent of the students are 
minority. No longer is the Confederate 
flag flown at football games. Or says 
Deserie Edwards, is the Colonel Reb 
mascot - a caricature of the Civil War 
officer - leading cheers at games. 
"Are we perfect? No, but we've made , 
significant progress toward understand-
ing and solving the problems of rate-and 
two centuries of discrimination against 
Blacks." said Edwards a senior linguists 
major and member of the Black Stuaent 
Union. 
Cheers, Jeers - Debate Watching Parties All The Rage Her sentiment is shared by Meredith, -the· man at the cent~r of that defi~ing 
moment in UM's history. 
Riverside Obama 
hosts a lively bunch 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By BVNStaff 
At Martini's Lounge nestled in the 
Riverside Marriott hotel Sen. Barack 
Obama's assertion that Sen. John McCain 
is a Republican hothead who made the 
wrong choices in the Iraq war, the econo-
my and more raised loud i.heers from dyed 
in the wool supporter Liz Herbert. But the 
Democratic nominee's jab rai'sed deafen-
ing jeers froqi the man sitting next to Liz 
;-- Lewis her husband of 23 years, a 
staunch Republican and John McCain 
supporter . . 
Across the country, Americans of every 
stripe gathered Friday at dark pubs, 
kitchen tables, posh nightspots, and tiny 
hole in the walls for debate watching par- . 
ties - whether with beer 'and trail mix at 
Martini's or nachos and wings at the 
Claim Jumper restaurant · in San 
Bernardino - they cheered or jeered their 
candidates at the first presidential debate 
of the 2008 campaign. 
With five weeks to go before the 
November 4 election and the economy· 
· tanking Obama leaning debate watchers 
crammed into Martini's to watch the high-
ly anticipated event televised from the 
University of Mississippi. 
Obama 's vow not to bail out Wall 
Street investors who made bad decis.ions 
while ordinary Americans face losing their 
homes got loud applause. 
"He gets it," shouted an older woman 
from the rear. 
The debate watching party, sponsored 
by Riverside Obama, attracted over 75 
people to the popular bar where at times 
the audible scoffing at McCain was 
hushed so listeners could concentrate on 
what the candidates were saying .. 
"It's all about the economy," said Freda 
Gaines, an Obama supporter. "I warit to 
know how he's going get us out of this 
·mess." 
Predictably, McCain's plan for 
addressing the \Vall Street financial crisis 
failed to impress Colorado visitor Hugh 
Leung. "Not with my money. Get out of 
dodge, Mr. Paulson," he said. 
Washington Mutual customer Evelyn 
See Dlj:BATE Page A-4 
,, 
"Ole Miss is a step above every other 
major institution in America," Meredith 
said in a recent interview. "That's why 
Ole Miss (is best poised to deal with race 
and its far reaching effects on our ~ocie-
ty ), They know more ·about the issue -
They've lived it." 
Ba.ca,. Waters, Lewis Oppo~ites In Bailout Battle-
"It's a stellar moment I wish every 
Black child in America could see," said 
longtime Oxford resident Minnie Gules,' 
93 days before the historic debate. The 
progress made since James Meredith was 
escorted onto this campus is commend-
able," said Gules 
Charles K. Ross, director of the uni-
versity's African-American Studies 
Program,;ays the 4ebate was a testament 
to the struggle the university has waged. 
"Real progress has oc_curred, and this is a 
real opportunity for people to take a look 
at us as an institution, for outsiders to 
take a look at us, evaluate us, hold our 
feet to the fire." · 
Congress Torched 
by Pub// c Outrage, 
Retools $700 Billion 
Plan 
The Black Voice News 
WASHINGTON 
ByChris Levisier 
Rep. Joe Baca niay have a black eye 
among his colleagues in Congress, he 
won't get points on Wall Street, but on 
Main Street he is a hero among a strange 
bedfellows coalition of lawma\(ers. 
The Rialto Democrat and chairman of 
the House Hispanic Caucus twisted 
enough arms on the caucus to help torpe-
do the $700 billion financial bailout bill. 
Baca speaking from Washington said 
he was able to convince a majority of the 
JOE BACA - voted MAXINE WATERS - JERRY LEWIS -
'no' on bailout plan Voted 'yes' on voted 'yes' on 
bailout plan · bailout plan 
caucus to oppose the bill with 14 against strategy as ill-conceived and Democrats 
and eight in favor. .accusing the Bush administration of 
. The stunning defeat Monday sent padding the pockets of rich bankers and 
shock waves across Wall Street, pushed investors while ignoring public outcry. 
the stock market down 700 points, and Baca said while passage of the bailout 
routed House leaders back to the i<!rawing bill is CJ11Cial he wants more discussion 
board. ·The roller coaster events capped a and more provisions to help taxpayers and 
remarkable day of hopes raised and hopes homeowners facing foreclosure or bad 
dashed as the nation 's financial system mortgages. 
bo~ged, with Republicans denouncing the On the other tde of the aisle Rep Jerry 
'Lewis (D-Redlands) voted for passage of 
the bailout. Highlighting the critical nature 
of the historic measure, Lewis said, "Not 
passing this bill could bring our region 
(San Bernardino, my home) - our nat10n -
our society to its knees." 
Maxine Waters (D-Los Angeles) voted 
yes. "Today's vote was not about bailing 
out Wall Street, it was about_ protecting 
Main Street Americans and preventing a 
collapse of our . economy. Although not 
perfect, I felt the plan contained essential 
provisions which justified its passage." 
The fatal "no" vote to the financial res-
cue package came from all directions, 
from the most conservative to the most 
liberal members of the House, with a large 
number of representatives from low 
income districts angry that Wall Street 
seems to be getting handouts while people 
getting tossed out of homes are being left 
out in the cold. 
Many members of the Congressional 
Blatk Caucus (CBC) felt the legislation 
didn't include sufficient help for people 
facing foreclosure or those struggling to 
pay for food and healthcare. 
Of the CBC's 38 voting members, 20 
voted against the bill. "People pid what 
they believed was right for their districts," 
said Rep. Elijah Cummings, a Maryland ~ 
Democrat and member of the CBC whp 
voted no. 
Former student Ruby Wheeler says a 
lot of prospective students bypassed Ole 
Miss because of its legacy as a symbol of. 
segregation. · · 
"The school had the image of being 
the bedrock of bigotry and segregaiion. 
For many years Black famili~ urged 
Democratic and Republican leaders 
agreed on at least one thing: The Bush 
administration failed to tell a clear and ,;: 
compelling story about why the public 
should not believe the $700 billion plan 
was a bailout for rich scoundrels. 
"It's not enough to say that markets 
could freeze up, loans could become 
impossible to get and the economy could 
slide into its worst downturn since the 
Great Depression," said California 
. their children not to apply. Today 
Wheeler has reason for optimism her 
grandson· Devon graduated with hon9rs 
See OPPOSITES, Page A-4 
from Ole Miss in 2004. · 
Historians , alumni and students ~ 
say no one person has done more in th~ 
University of Misissippi 's history to rec; 
See MISSISSIPPI, Page A·-' . : 
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•. Congress Must Act 
., .. _Responsibly While Passing 
: .,: . .The Economic Package 
l J ._ 11 
I commend 
Congressman Joe Baca for 
voting against President 
George Bush's Economic 
Bailout plan for Wall 
Street without economic 
assistance for citizens on 
Main Street. We did not 
, get ourselves into this mess 
' l 
'and therefore we should not be put on the hook to let them off. 
· Htving said that, [ do recognize that something must be done. 
··1 see it like thi~, it's like having a bad neighbor who smokes, 
, drinks and parties all the time and I don't do anything to stop 
• 
1
them. I take the approach that as long as it does not infringe on 
!"Y•goings and comings or interfere with my sleep they can do 
· .~'I!at they please. After all, this is a free country. Now I know 
' that eventually that lifestyle will cause great harµi if it is not 
curtailed. 
Well last. week the neighbors forgot to put out the cigarettes, 
. : cigars and illegal joints they were smoking after getting drunk 
: from all the alcohol. They left the music playing so they could 
: not hear the fire making crackling sounds. So a good neighbor 
; smelled the smoke, came out and sounded the alarm that the 
I 
: house was on fire. Now the good responsible neighbor's have to 
; decide to call the fare department while trying to go in and pull 
: out those sorry ill responsible neighbors from this burning 
: house. They know if they don't, people will die and the fire will 
: spread next door to good neighbors and destroy their homes as 
: well. 
• Well this is where we .are with the economic package before 
I 
: us in Congress. All of us have witnessed for many years the 
~ good life of people on Wall Street and some of us even sent our 
.-~hildren to school in hopes of them working on Wair Street to 
· get a part of that high living. Well now the house is on fire and 
: if )Ye don't pass the packag_e all of us wiU lose what we have 
. :worked so hard to obtain. Some of us will lose our homes, · 
: retirement funds, life savings, not be able to send our children' 
:to school, and yes the partygoers will still live on. 
: ,It is my desire that th_e firefighters (Congress) will be able to 
: p~ a bill that will save Wall Street while keeping Main Street 
: f¾m having a lot of smoke damage. Then after the fire is out 
· ~ as good neighbors will pay closer attention about who. we 
: etect to office to regulate business for the good of all of us. We 
· cannot continue to elect people who fmish 5th from the bottom 
, of the class out of 800. We don't have to elect people who say 
I they believe in God but act like they are god once in office. We 
I • • 
, {fon't have to elect people who divide us but elect people who 
' l $eek to unite us. 
: : . So [ now ask congress to seek provisions in the package that 
: will protect all of us. Seek strong oversight protection, have 
: Wall Street pay for their party and we as good neighbors voice 
: ~ur concerns in the future to bad behavior of our neighbors. 
I• 
I • 
I •. 
I • ' 
I • , 
I • , 
I • 
I • ' 
I •, 
I · , 
I • , 
I • , 
I ' , 
I ' , 
I :; 
Local Endorsements 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOOL BOARD 
: : : Elect Mary Figueroa and Linnie Frank Bailey to the 
: . Riversi!ie Community College Board · 
1 ; There are two seats open on the Riverside Community 
I ' l (;ollege Board and we are recommending the return of Mary 
: F,igueroa and newcomer Linnie Frank Bailey to fill them. Mary 
: t(as made the slogan of "Making College Work For You" work 
: for her by getting and staying involved with the Black commu-
: nity. Mary is a one of a kind college trustee by her community 
: activities. She is involved with the local NAACP Branch presi .. 
I • ~ ~ . 
: ~nt Waudier Rucker Hughes and other groups, encouraging 
: cj.tizens to attend college. · 
1 
: Linnie Bailey is of the same mode as Figueroa when it comes 
to high visibility and community activism to get people 
involved. When we have a high unemployment rate, as we do 
now, the community college becomes a place for cititens to gain 
eJilployable skills. This is especially true in the Black commu-
rtity where the unemployment rate is double that of other com-
: dlunities. Linnie is a go getter with a vc;ry high energy level. 
I • 
I • 
' . 
, ,. Elect John Futch to the San _Bernardino Community 
' . 
, • College Trustee Board 
: Elect John Futch to the San Bernardino Valley Community 
; College Trustee Board. John will bring years of experience 
: working in the education community helping underserved 
; populations to seek higher education. He has demonstrated his 
: ability to reach across racial groups by getting San Manuel j • 
• Band of Mission Indians to donate in constructing an educa-
: ttpn building at Cal State University San Bernardino. These 
: relationships have led to an impressive endorsement list that 
: cin'.ers all levels of elected officials, educators, education organ-
: izations, racial groups and community organizations. This is 
. : critical because of the diversity in which the community college 
; serves so the decisions makers must reflect that diversity. 
I w 
! · : I am impressed with John's goals to build stronger aUiances 
: ~ith businesses and institutions which employ the students 
: from our community; to build bridges between the different 
: levels of our educational institutions from K-12 on through our 
: universities and forging new outreach into every community. 
: Ifnowing his commitment and demonstrated track ~ord, 
: J!)hn will accomplish his goals with your vote. 
. " 
I ,, 
' . 
' . 
I " 
' ~ 
CITY COUNCIL 
' , •· Elect Louis Davis to the City of Corona Council 
: ,The City of Corona has an opportunity to elect a knowledge-
' .. ~ a,!lle person in Louis Da~is. With going green and energy issues 
on the top of all citizens' concerns, Davis is well equipped to 
contribute to effective solutions. His ~ork experience in two of 
California's large utility companies should provide insight to 
the -cities and citizens' utilities cost and usages. His academic 
education from the University of Redlands in Environmental 
Studies of auditing and waste management will serve the city 
well. Corona is also fast growing with a diverse population. The 
election · of Davis will give the city a heads up on issues that 
sometimes collie with the integrating of different social ideas. 
Louis Davis is a good solid choice for the city of Corona. 
Elect William H. Batey, II to the City Council of Moreno 
Valley 
In the City of Moreno Valley, we encourage the re-election 9f 
William Batey, II. Batey has the level-head.Dess to help Moreno 
Valley deal with the many issues that come with th~ most 
diverse city in the county of Riverside. His willingness to meet 
with the Black barbershop owners during recent raids by the 
local- police ·kept a bad situation from becoming worse. Even 
though the situation is still unresolved, his presence on the 
council has kept the' deep divide from ·escalating out of control. 
Batey can also take credit for the city's growth and expansion. 
Elect Rita Rogers to the Perris City Council 
. Rita Rogers has been a go-getter in the City of Perris for 
many years and $hould be returned to the city council. She has 
the respect of her colleagues on the council and the community· 
she represents. She came out of community organizing and is 
still engaged in community activities. Perris has witnessed great 
growth over the past fifteen years and Rita has helped to steer 
that growth and needs y~ur vote to steady the course. 
Retu!n Acquanetta Warren and Janice Rutherford to the 
Fontana City Council 
Fontana City Council deserves the return of Acquanetta 
Warren and Janice Rutherford as their representatives. These 
two women have done a "yeoman" job in helping return 
Fontana to a leading city in the Inland Empire. They have 
helped plab and manage the high growth in housing and busi-
ness and Acquanetta has worked very hard to erase the racial 
image of the city as well as get local Blacks to view local 
Republicans differently. It is because of her _relationship that 
Wilmer Amina Carter is running on-opposed. I know personal-
ly that Acqu.anetta got involved as a Republican appointee to 
the state parks commission to help save Allenworth Historic 
Park. It did not matter that some Republicans wanted to erase 
it from sight, Acquanetta said no. 
Janice's experience >Vith the state tax board has ·served the 
city and community very well plus Janice is a good listener who 
gains an understanding before making a decisioD' on tlle many 
needs of the communit . ' 
._.. -
MAYOR 
Elect Deborah Robertson Mayor in Rialto 
The position of .mayor in the city of Rialto finds the oppo-
nents to be between incumbent Mayor Grace Vargas and sitting 
councilmember Deborah Robertson. Their personal · relation• 
ship has been strained since Deborah'was elected to the council 
so it is under this cloud that the election proceeds. I have 
watched with interest the careers of each person and both have , 
the interest of the city at heart with their ideas and commitment 
to serve the people. Both have impressive histori~s of overcom-
ing obstacles that we all have to admire, so I asked myself the 
question, who is putting forth the energy and vision to turn the 
corner to greatness for Rialto. . 
To me, Deborah will bring that energy and the knowledge of 
state government to turn that corner. We have seen some explo-
sive issues in Rialto with the police association and the "rocket 
fuel in the water" that an energetic mayor could have handled 
more effectively. In addition, I know that some or many of you 
will see this election as people choosing sides based on racial 
lines but one thing is clear, it will not and should not divide us 
as in the past. So let people support whom they wish and after 
the , election put aside any personal feelings and work to 
improve the lives of all citizens because George Bush is doing 
enough damage to us. The city has come too far to allow that 
thinking to enter the election of either Grace or Deborah as 
mayor. 
SCHOOL BOARD 
Elect Dr. Amos Isaac to the Board in Area E 
With the many problems facing the children of the county 
· and African American and Hispanic children in particular, it is 
critical to have a diverse governance voice. With the total coun-
ty's student population dropout rate at 29.9% and African 
American rate of 41.3%, Latinos 33.2% and Native Americans 
at 34.1 %, a change in governance is needed. 
If the new county superintendent of schools is to reach the 
diversity of students in the county, he will need help on the 
board from a diversity of views. Unlik~ the retiring superin-
tendent, Dr. Herb Fischer, who had a long history of high pro-
file involvement with these communities, the new superintend-
ent has his work cut out and Amos Isaac could help bridge that 
gap. 
Dr. Isaac has a long history in education and credibility in 
this community and deserves your vote. 
Elect Kent Jlernandez Taylor to the Colton School Board 
Return Kent Hernandez Taylor to the Colton School Board 
where he has served with distinction for several years. Kent has 
been able to bring a well thoughtout educational perspective to 
the board because of his experience as an educator. His ability 
to listen and seek understanding of others goes a long way in the 
decision making when you have a district as large and with a 
unique geography as Colton. It cov~rs two counties and several 
different municipal governing bodies. Colton also has a dropout 
problem with an achievement gap that needs much attention. 
The dropout rate is currently 35~4% for Blacks and 35.7% for • 
Latinos .. This will require all hands on deck to work together in 
tackling these issues. 
\ 
Elect Barbara Chavez to the Fontana School Board 
Fontana School Board is in need of a good shot in the arm 
and the per~on to give it is Barbara Chavez. Barbara is a very 
active union worker and member with a long history of involve-
ment of fairness. It is that kind of board member Fontana needs 
to meet the needs of the students, staff, parents and community. 
of Fontana. Fontana has a dropout rate of 23.8 % with Blacks 
dropping out at a rate of 24.9% and Latinos at a 29.9% rate. 
Barbara is hoping to reduce rates and help stop the revolving 
door of superintendents to the district. 
Elect Walter Hawkins and Corey Jackson to Rialto School · 
Board 
For Rialto School Board I am recommending the return of 
Walter Hawkins and with him Corey Jackson. Walter is a vet-
eran community organizer in the Inl;md Empire with a deep 
desire to improve the education of our students. His ability to do 
the necessary research on issues such as how did we get to this 
point and "."hat is needed to reach our mission prior to making 
a decision is important o~ a board. One thing I would like to see 
improvement from Walter is taking on more of a leadership roll? 
on key issues. ' ' 
Having said that this is where I believe'Corey Jackson can fill 
in the void on the board. This young man has demonstrated 
that he can be a spokesperson on critical issues that face our 
community. With a 25.3% dropout rate for Blacks and 23.2% 
rate for Latinos in the district there is a need for information as 
to why and a voice that can articulate the solutions to the staff 
and community. It is the board's responsibility to set policy and 
then explain them to the public while the superintendent and 
staff implements those policies. Corey Jackson has those skills 
and energy to interf0ce with t~e public which has beeri lacking. 
· Elect Danny Tillman, Judi Penman and Damon Alexander' 
to San Bernardino Board of Education 
The re-election of Danny Tillman and Judi Penman will 
return some experience while Alexander will bring some new 
energy and ideas· to the boar(\. With Tillman, the board has 
someone with budget knowledge and the independence to speak 
his mind. Penman, brings the thoughts of our business commu-
nity which offers employment opportunities to the students they 
educate. Alexander will bring a fresh set of eyes to· examine th~ 
problems and his work experience in law enforcement with th~ 
U. S. Treasury Department. · He bas a bachelor's degree in 
Political Science and a master 's degree in Public 
Administration. Alexander has been an active parent in the d is.-
trict for many years with the PTA and District Advisory 
Council. 
Now this district has its fair share of problems but they keep 
looking' for solutions to keep this multi-cultural and multi-
racial student body engaged in learning. This is no easy task for 
any district and when you have some schools with a 100% stu-
dent transitional rate and poverty rate well below the state 
· average, it presents any board with a challenge to work togeth, 
er. The overall district dropout rate is 31.1 % with Bla<:ks a( 
34.6%, Latinos at 32.1 % and 34.2% for Native Americans: 
Even with these obstacles to overcome, the district has some 
jewels to brag about such as Richardson Prep High School. : 
I believe with the return of Danny Tillman and Judi Penman: 
and the addition of Damon Alexander; the district will be welt 
served. 
CITY CLERK 
Barbara McGee for Rialto City Clerk 
Record keeping is critical to any city or organization so when: 
you get one who is good, you should keep them. Barbara McGee: 
is one· such person and clerk. I have known Barbara for over: 
three decades and she is intelligent, organized and resourceful1 
which are a few· of the qualities needed as a clerk. It was 
Barbara who helped make the final opening of the 210 freeway; 
in Rialto a great success. She helped the. vendors and elected: 
officials serve the thousands of. attendees that day witho~t a: 
glitch. Yes the city should keep a good city clerk and we are rec~ 
ommending they return Barbara McGee to office. 
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Museum Offers 
Glimpse At WWII 
AimyCamp 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
A free exhibit featuring photos, 
artifacts and , information about 
Riverside's Camp Anza wjll be on 
display for four months at the City's 
Metropolitan Museum, 3580 
Mission Inn Ave., starting tomor-
row. 
· The exhibit commemorates an 
exciting era in Riverside history 
when the camp was a World War II 
staging area for soldiers before 
boarding transport ships to the 
Pacific Theater. Holding 20,000 
soldiers at a time, it was the final 
glimpse of America many soldiers 
saw before shipping out. It was also 
a "welcome home" point for as 
many as 500,000 returning soldiers: 
Remnants of the camp, which 
existed from 1942-1946, can still be 
seen in the Arlanza neighborhood of 
Riverside. 
The exhibit continues until Jan. 
31, 2009. 
Exhibition Focuses 
On Art Influences 
A free exhibit about modern 
influences on local artists opens 
Thursday at the Riverside 
Metropolitan Museum, 3580 
Mission Inn Ave. 
The show, "Artists Declare," 
offers samples of art 's external 
influences - family, traditions, cur-
rent events, political issues a(ld 
technology - as well as comments 
from the artists themselve~. Works 
by Charles Bibbs, Justin Huffman, 
Beatriz Krumbein and Douglas 
Miles will be exhibited. 
There is an opening reception at 
the mus·eum from 6 to 9 p.m., 
Thursday; during Arts Walk, the 
monthly open house for Riverside 
galleries and museums. 
The exhibit continues until March 
15, 2009. 
For more information, call (95 1) 
826-5273 or go online at 
www.riversideca.~ov/museum. 
2008 Taste of the Towns Fundraising Gala Br_ings out the Stars 
. ' ' 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The stars don't only come out 
at night. .. but they will be out for 
an unforgettable afternoon at The 
Arthritis Foundation-Inland 
Empire's annual fundraising gala. 
"The 2008 Taste of the Towns" 
takes place Sunday, October 5th 
from 2 to 6 p.m. at the Riverside 
Convention Center. This star- . 
studded event takes place on the . 
outside plaza area at 3443 Orange 
St. in historic ' downtown 
Riverside, Calif. Thi~•year's event 
promises to be a very memorable 
celebration, honoring the profes-
sion of Rheumatology and paying 
tribute to a Motown leg~nd. An 
elite guest list will walk' the red 
carpet including medical profes-
sionals, executive board mem-
bers, sponsors and urprise 
celebrity guests. 
This year, the Arthritis 
Foundation-Inland Empire, under 
the direction of Executive 
Director Catherine Grinnan, will 
be paying tribute to the late 
Melvin Franklin of the Grammy-
award winning legendary 
Temptations (Godfather of 
Arthritis Foundation Committee 
member Natasha Ferguson) . 
Franklin died in 1995 as a result 
of complications from 
Rheumatoid Arthritis. Franklin's 
widow, Kim English, will be in 
attendance for the honoring of her 
late husband. 
The emcee of this gala affair 
will be none other than the 
Honorable Judge Mablean 
Ephriam, known for her stint as 
the judge on Twentieth Century 
Fox's "Divorce Court" show. 
Judge Ephriam has been prac-
ticing law for over 20 years and 
has received numerous awards. 
· Mablean Ephriam 
Aside from law, she is a sought 
after public speaker, entrepreneur, 
mother and grandmother. 
The incredible sounds of 
Temptations · tribute band, The 
Five Tempting Men, will be per-
forming hit songs from the 
Melvin Franklin 
_Motown era. In addition, atten-
dees will have a rare opportunity 
to witness local Riverside artist 
Greg Adamson paint live to 
music. The finished art piece will 
be auctioned to benefit the foun-
dation. 
Save ~ig on 
High-Speed Internet! 
Now Available Where You Live -
With Our Lowest Upfront Price EVER! 
.fjwrLDBLUE. 
www.wildblue.com 
l-800-922-0439 
SubJtct to WllclBlue terms and c'ondltlom. 
Check wlldblue.com fur aYailablllty 
and the Fair Access Polley. 0 2008 
WlldBlue Communlcatlons/ ~nc. 
, An estimated 1.3 million 
Americans suffer from, this debil- · 
itating disease, which is a chronic 
inflammatory disease of the joints 
(it affects adults and children). 
The 2008 Taste of the Towns is 
the inland Empire's premier food 
and wine tasting event to help 
raise money for continued 
research and to assist patients 
who suffer from this disease. For 
more information call (951) 320-
1540. 
The Arthritis Foundation is the 
leading health organization 
addryssing the needs of some 46 
million Americans living with 
arthritis, one of the nation 's lead-
ing causes of disability. 
Founded in 1948 and· head-
quartered in Atlanta, Ga., the 
Arthritis Foundation has multiple 
service points located throughout 
the country. The mission of the 
Foundation is to improve lives 
through leadership in the preven-
tion, control and cure of arthritis 
and related diseases. 
They are the largest private, 
not-for-profit contributor • to 
arthritis research in the world, 
funding more than $380 million 
in research grants since 1948. 
Together, volunteers and staff 
have helped individuals take con-
trol of arthritis by: • provici'ing 
public health education• pursuing 
public policy and legislation • and 
conducting evidence-based pto-
grams to improve the quality of 
life for those living witp arthritis. 
Information about arthritis a,nd 
the Arthritis Foundation is a;a.il-
able 24 hours-a-day, 7 dais-~- · 
week at 1-800- '283-7800 or on 
the Web at www.arthritis.org. 
A Free Service 
Le Vias and Associates , .. 
• • •• 300 Law Firms working together we will refer you to an attorney that spe-. 
Criminal Cases 
Auto Accidents 
Slip & falls 
Family Law 
cializes in your legal needs 
Workers Compensation 
Medical Malpractice 
Probate 
(800) 500-7047 
Woman Digs Tunnel From 
Her House to Grocery Store 
BEXAR COUNTY-After applying Thera-Oesic to her • 
re shoulders, Mary Ann W. dug a 3~7 foot tunhel 
from her~ directly to the cntraJIOe of her faV<lrite 
grocery store. When asked by curious onlookers why !ihc. 
didn ·1 just drive bet car there, she. 
pain ly replied, l<None of your ,. 
dang busi !" 
Go painkssly wiJh Them-GesicS THCPA-GESIC 
r-------Ba!!!l!I---·;..· ------· ~
loin us as we toke Rodeo Fans to las Vegas to attend the BPIFA Rodeo Finals 
WHAT DOES THE 
FUTURE HOLD? 
- l.i 
INVITATION At 
, r;j \ a /J/o,/4,o .' 
Black American Style, amidst the 
romance & exciting city of Las Vegas! 
Please Jain Black Vaice News and A Cultural 
Affair as we head west ta the "Bill Pickett 
lnvitatiana! Rodea Finals". 
The Bus Trip includes the fallowing 
• Hotel accommodations for two (2) at the 
Southpoint Hotel and Casino. 
• Raundtrip Bus T ranspartatian from either 
las Angeles or San Bernardino far two. 
• Two Invites to attend the Welcome 
Reception on Friday, November. 21, 2008. 
• Two (2) tickets ta attend the Bill Pickett 
Rodeo Finals on Saturday, Nov. 22, 2□08. 
• Coupon Boak valued at $1□0 of discounts. 
• □fficial Bill Pickett Rodea T-shirt 
• VIP Check-In and baggage handling. 
• Gilt Bag. 
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.•• Join us this Sunday as Pastor 'tacy ·K. Sykes; Jr. 
opensthe 
Bookof Revelation 
New Service times: 8am, 10am, and 12pm 
He will discuss and answer questions like: 
• Who is the Anti-Christ? 
• Whaf will happen to me and my family? 
• What is the mark of the beast? · 
• When fs Jesus coming back? 
• Is the end of the world near? 
www.crosswordchurch.o,rg · 
CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
__.._C-- Wlll'Jitw..t"' 
Come out and bring a friend. 
14950 Riverside Drive, Riverside, CA 92518 
(Ef1$I of March ARB at Riverside & Meyer Drfre) 
Tele: 951-697-8803 · Fax: 951-413-1406 
Lacy L Sykes; Jr.-Senior P1stotntodt.11 
REACH UP-REACH IN-REACH OUT 
REACH lP TO GcO, REACH -., TO GAow, A£Ac1t 0ur Nil Go 
t~ Black Voice News 
SWEEPS 
Continued from Front Page 
Meanwhile the finger pointing con-
tinues. Batey, the city's· only Black city 
council member and Police Chief Rick 
Hall have steadfastly defended the 
sweeps. Authorities have disputed the 
barber's claims saying officers were 
there merely to provide security and to 
. handle criminal issues. The Riverside 
Coll(lty Sheriff's department which con-
tract$ law enforcement to Moreno Valley 
has characterized the sweep controversy 
as "a city issue". As of presstime, there 
was · no comment from the Riverside 
County Sheriff's Department. 
Days after the April" 15 sweep 
Barbering and Cosmetology Executive 
Director Kristy Underwood issued a 
'terse statement admitting her inspectors 
weff not told Moreno Valley police were 
looking for evidence of drug sales and 
gang activity when they asked state reg-
ulators to accompany them during what 
was deemed as business license inspec-
tions. 
."The very first question my supervis-
ing_ ,inspect~r asked was 'is their any 
criminal activity involved'? They said 
no: l gave my inspectors oral approval to 
accompany Moreno Valley officers 
believing they were looking" for business 
license violations," said Underwood in 
ALLENSWORTH 
•9ontlnued from Front Page 
Colooy," tells the story of the beginning of 
the-town. Royal will be present at the cel-
ebration and can be found telling the story 
at the apothecary or in her parent's home. 
l'he activities will kickoff with an 
organized bicycle ride, 40, 80 or I 00 
miles long, The evening will see a Buffalo 
Solllier style barbecue. 
'Rick Moss, a· UCR graduate and for-
I 
D.EBATE 
-Continued from Front Page 
DeBard was understandably nervous. 
"My bank went under today," referring to 
the financial services and insurance com-
pany seized by federal regulators. 'Tm 
worried that neither candidate is equipped 
to c~ange tjle culture of greed on Wall 
Street. WAMU today, what's next. I'm 
scared." 
TtiEATER 
: Continued from Front Page 
. 
fctr months and the city has been scrarn-
bUng to find a new operator, says Jim 
Morris, chief of staff to Mayor Pat 
iv{orris. 
: The theater was open for business 
Saturday however calls to the cinema's 
teiephone went unanswered. Morris says 
the city learned of the imminent closure 
rt;m someone in !le movie industry. 
: He says the city wants to assure resi-
d~nts CinemaStar is sick but by no means 
oo its deathbed. Morris would not discuss 
n~gotiations or disclose who the new 
ol)erator would be. 
: At a recent urban design workshop 
senior city planner Jeffery Smith envi-
siims a plan of action that will return San 
OPPOSITES 
• Continued from Front Page 
Democratic Rep. Adam Schiff who voted 
. 
. m1: 
:-"In the real world, nobody thought 
a)lout how to sell this thing," said Harris 
Sbulman a Washington lobbyist. ."Most 
A:mericans are not buying the alarmist 
approach particularly - after being 
~trayed on the run up to invading Iraq." 
. 
I\IIISSISSIPPI 
Continued from Front Page 
oocile, unite and inspire than Chancellor 
Robert C. Khayat . 
"Memories of the Meredith crisis were 
difficult to change - they ran so deep - so 
NTSonal. The debate was a powerful state-
ment to the nation and the world that here 
y u are at Ole Miss where 30,000 federal 
troops had to forcibly gain access to the 
university for an African-American man. 
In contrast on the Ole Miss stage, the first 
Black major party nominee." 
:The former Ole Miss. and Washington 
Rtdskins great, who became UM's 15 
cijancellor in 1995 tells a compelling story 
aijout what it has taken to bring Ole Miss 
t<t,the level it is today,hosting the nation's 
fir5t presidential debate of 2008. 
, •"Before we could move forward, we 
had to come to terms with what happened 
he¢;1n addition to the physical>symbols, 
t~were a lot of emotional symbols. We 
f~ that the deep seated emotional sym-
boh}liere the most difficult to address." 
;ure university formally disasiociated 
itSol{ from the confederate flag in 1983. 
· t Lott was elected the first Associated 
S~nt Body president in 1999. And the 
Dallf Mississippian has had five Black 
e~il.~ including three women. cam-
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the original interview. 
Gordon and other business owners 
insist individuals affected by the police 
aciion have a'right to know who is ulti-
mately responsible for what occurs dur-
ing 'joint agency' sweeps. "Who is 
accountable when those operations run 
amuck? Are 'loose' oral agreements a 
recipe for trouble? In view of the latest 
controversy and pending federal investi-
gation how will the city conduct future 
joint agency operations?" 
Seeing that the barbershop is consid-
ered a sacred haven in many Black com-
munities, Green worries that the rift 
between police; and local barbers could 
spell 'bad for business'. People, particu-
larly barbers around the country, are tak-
ing about this. This has the potential for 
alienating prospective businesses." Still 
Green sees a silver lining. 
Police say several of the barbers cited 
for license violations claimed to be 
unaware that the city requires individual 
barbers to obtain and display a current 
business license. 
· "That demonstrates a need for train-
ing and support." Fortunately says Green 
organizations like the Black Chamber of 
Commerce, NAACP and Urban League 
can provide help with business skills 
training to dispute mediation. "We have 
relationships with the city we can go in 
and say look .'... what's going on or we 
could coordinate a meeting. Individuals 
mer Rialto resident, now the Director and 
Curator of the African American Museum 
in Oakland will -speak. The Crenshaw 
High School Elite Choir for Los Angeles 
directed by Iris Stevenson will provide 
music on Saturday. 
On Friday, the Legislative Black 
Caucus and the California State Parks will 
jointly sponsor a reception in Visalia 
where noted historian Lonnie G. Bunch 
III, founding Director of the National 
Museum of African American History and 
Culture will speak at both days activities. 
Registered Republican John Stokley 
said he favors McCain's stance on the 
war, taxes and offshore drilling. He wor-
ried about thei senator's age but applauded 
his choice of Alaska Gov. Sarah l'alin as 
his VP running mate. 
Iraq war critic Eric Hagenbaugh a crit-
icized McCain for saying Obama should 
not meet with Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad without preconditions: 
"Somehow he wants us to believe its 
more nruve and dangerous to sit across the 
table from an enemy than to waste billions 
Bernardino • to it glory days when 
Carousel Mall, The California .lfheater 
and CinemaStar were the jewels of San 
Bernardino's downtown. 
Smith says downtown was a vital 
place where people from around the 
. region came for shopping, dining and 
entertainment. The area fell on hard times 
about 15 year ago. 
"Today we're dealing with a nearly 
deserted mall, street patterns that don't 
work, a scattering of storefronts and gov-
ernment buildings. Do you go back to the 
grid pattern everybody's been talking 
about if so, how does that play into the 1-
215 freeway expansion? And then there's 
the problem of funding in the midst of a 
slumping economy," says Smith. 
The city is hosting a series of urban 
planning workshops with an eye on gath-
ering ideas and opinions from San 
At press time Wednesday morning, the 
Senate was poised to vote on the measure 
Wednesday night agreeing prospects have 
improved dramatically. · 
Congressional leaders said that adding 
tax breaks for ordinary Americans - more 
help for homeowners facing foreclosure 
and increasing federal deposit -insurance 
should improve chances that the House 
will follow the Senate's lead and pass the 
bill. , 
Rep. Baca says he saw heightened 
need to join and support organizations so 
those organizations can support them." 
At the Hair Shack the usual den of 
hair clippers, kids and old timers is 
noticeably absent. "When they came l\P 
in here dressed in "body armor", they 
sent a fatal message: 'criminal activity', 
explains barber Jones. Gordon .and Jones 
have refused to pay the $1,500 fine 
assessed for minor sanitary violations. 
"It's our way of protesting what hap-
pened." They say their business licenses 
were recently renewed without com-
m!nt. 
In June, Gordon filed formal com-
plaints with the U.S. Department of 
Justice and ACLU alleging the sweeps 
were part of a concentrated effort to 
harass and eventually shut down Black- · 
owned and .· operated businesses in the 
city. The complaint also alleges Moreno 
Valley police used state inspection offi-
cers as a cover.to conduct illegal search-
es for drugs. 
Gordon told f(;deral investigators 
officers clad in body armor entered 
select Black establishments without 
provocation, or a warrant, detained and 
questioned customers, searched drawers, 
cabinets, under pillows and cushions. 
"Their reckless tactics destroyed 
livelihoods, caused great emotional 
injury and created a polarizing culture of 
fear." 
Author Alice Royal will speak and 'sign 
her new book. 
There will be surprise guests an~. 
many, many people. Bring a picnic basket 
or buy from the many vendors and enjoy 
the celebration. Amtrak will offer special 
fares from Los Angeles and Sacramento, 
starting at $59.75. For reservations con-
tact www.arntrak.com or call (800) USA-
RAIL For more information go to 
www.parks.ca.gov/allensworth. 
in a war that we can't win." 
Although Stokley supports Sen. 
McCain, he said Obama came across 
more relaxed and concerned about the 
working class. McCain seem a bit stiff. He 
kept suggesting Obama 'doesn't under-
stand', That Wl!S a distraction. Stokley 
thinks the fllinois senator won the debate, 
an assertion most at Martini's agreed with. 
He says he plans to be back at the bar 
October 2 for the vice presidential debate: 
"I wouldn't miss it - it's the new blood 
sport.'.' 
Bernardino shoppers like longtime resi~ 
dent Paula Kiely. 
"I'd like to see a take on Victoria 
Gardens (located near Ontario 
International airport) an upscale mix of 
retail shopping, dining and entertainment 
all within walking distance of town-
homes, lofts, condos and single family 
homes," says Kiely. 
Smith admits the bad economy puts 
the revitalization project in second gear. 
"But you can't stop planning. We're not 
just looking at the mall and one or two 
buildings; the project will encompass the 
whole of downtown - including 
·CinemaStar." 
As for the fate of the movie theater, 
Jim Morris says, "We're working fast and 
furious to close a deal ." One way or the 
other he says, "We will have a theater." 
odds in signs of greater acceptance of the 
measure - if not a collective embrace -
from constituents, based on e-mails, calls 
and letters in the wake of the bill's defeat 
on the House floor. It was an assessment 
that lifted expectations for passage . 
If successful the $700,000,000,000 
rescue plan would give the government 
the green light to buy bad mortgages and 
other toxic assets held by ailing financial 
institutions. 
U.S. Marshals moved onto the campus of the University of Mississippi 
September 30, 1962 to force the enrollment of James Meredith, the first 
Black student at the university. 
pus founded an institute for racial recon-
ciliation. The administration .boasts a 
diverse faculty and staff and active and 
generous alumni as well. 
In 2006 UM dedicated a bronze stature 
of James Mered.ith marching toward a 
limestone portal engraved with the words 
"Courage", "Opportunity", "Knowledge", 
and "Perseverance". "Sure," Khayat adds, 
"we're still a_work in progress. But we've 
come a very long way from those dark 
days." 
. "The debate will undoubtedly spawn 
hundreds of thousands of memories and 
stories that we will tell our families and 
friends for generations to come" said, 
Tyler Clemons, Editor-in-Chief of the 
university's student newspaper the Daily 
Mississippian. 
"As r stood with my fellow Rebels _and 
our chancellor amid the applauding mass-
es of the media and political elite, my 
heart swelled with pride." 
Clemons who is white said after the 
historic debate the university will never be 
the same. "Our steps will be just a bit 
lighter when we tell some enquiring 
stranger that we'represent the University 
of Mississippi." 
"When the wodd looked at us, they no 
longer saw only the 'dark stain of 1962. 
They saw instead a strong, tolerant and 
proud university leading the way into the 
future of higher education. 
"That. my friends," said Clemons, "is a 
cause to celebrate." · 
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secure. Unlimited tong distance catting indudes U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. Charter reserves the right to review 
~ce for non-residential use or abuse of service. Activation requires a valid service address and may be subject to credit 
yment or require a major credit card. All services provided are subject to the subscriber agreement and applicable tariff Which 
to change. Services not avaiable in all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Call for full details. 
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Backpack Safety 
Dear Dr. Levister: Every year my . 
students show up for class wearing 
overloaded backpacks. What are ihe 
rules for selecting and wearing bac.k-
packs? G.R. 
Dear G .R . 'Backpacks are a popu-
lar and practical way for childrea and 
teenagers to carry school books and 
supplies. When used correctly, back-
packs can be a good way to carry the 
necessities of the school day. They 
are designed to distribute the weight 
of the load among some of the body's 
strongest muscles. 
However, backpacks that are too 
heavy or are worn incorrectly can 
cause problems. 
Improperly used backpacks may 
injure muscles and joints. This can 
lead to severe back, neck, and shoul-
der pain, as well as long term posture 
problems. Share these guidelines to 
help students select backpacks and 
use them safely. 
.. When choosing the right backpack. 
Look for wide, padded features with 
two shoulder straps. Backpacks with 
.one narrow strap can dig into the 
shoulders. This can cause pain·. and 
restrict circulation. A padded back-
pack protects against sharp edges on 
objects inside the pack and increases 
comfort. A lightweight backpack with 
a waist strap can distribute tlie weight 
of a heavy load more evenly. 
The rolling backpack is an excel-
lent choice for students who must tote 
a heavy load. Remember that rolling 
backpacks still must be carried up 
stairs. , 
Always use both straps. Pack light. 
Tighten the straps. Organize the back-
pack. Pack heavier items · closest to 
the center of the back. Bend using 
both knees. Learn and perform back 
strengthening exercises to build up 
the muscles used to carry a backpack. 
Be sure that your school allows 
students to stop at their lockers 
throughout the day. 
Do not ignore any back pain in a 
child or teenager. Ask your pediatri-
cian or healthcare professional for 
advice. 
Untold amounts of evil have been done 
by those who declare that ·1hey are fighting 
evil. The question arises as to where to draw 
the line between good intentions and good 
acts directed toward fighting evil as opposed 
to good intentions and bact' acts. In making 
this decision I must always consider whether 
or not the Extreme and the Moderate arro-
gant people are right. This is a possibility 
because, ·despite most everyone believing 
otherwise, no one knows anything thing for 
sure. The Arrogan,t who have hadprivilege 
,. 
Rjchard 0. 
JONES 
It seems to me that society has given a 
tarnished badge of lionor to single moms. ' 
Many single mothers strut around accept-
ing accolades and moral support from soci-
ety as if they were survivors of widowhood 
or divorce while they slam the absent 
Juanita 
BARNES 
Bishop E. Earl Jenkin!j spok1 on: 
"LEARNJNG TOBE STILL" Former C. 
B. S. anchor, Dan Rather found himself 
unprepared for a television interview 
with "Mother Teresa." Ron Mehl 
described the encounter this way. All of 
Dan's standard approaches were inade-
quate and the little mm from Calcutta 
didn't seem inclined to make his task 
easier. "When you pray," asked Dan, 
"what do you say to God?" "/ don't say 
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Are Arrog~nt "littl~ gods" Right? 
handed to them or are "Self-Made" (i.e. 
worked their way up) believe they are supe-
rior human beings-and with absolutely no 
foundation for such a belief. Suppose that 
when you are. dead that is it-meaning there 
is no Afterlife or no "Other life." If so, then 
the Arrogant would be right to do the Bad 
Guy's modification of the Boy Scout Oath: 
'·'On my honor, I will do my best, to take all 
],can, and steal the rest." There would be no 
point in having any connection with other 
human beings or having ,any cares about 
what happens to their untold numbers of vic-
tims around the world: 
Besides lacking compassion, they avoid 
intimate relationships and, instead, set up 
alliances where "every man for himself' 
reigns behind their efforts in increasing each 
other's riches. These very superficial peo-
ple- and there are 1000 billionaires in the 
USA-have! as their total focus in life the 
making of outrageous sums of money; pas-
sessing a degree of power that is above that 
of any other human being; and of displaying 
their property ownership as "conspicuous 
consumption." They live what appears to be 
the "Good Life" -and 11\li've people are 
sucked into this false belief-- by qwning 
· homes and estate!!' all over the world and 
never visiting many of them; or greedily · 
acquiring adult toys: "b!;!autiful ]overs," pri-
vate jet airplanes, yachts, rare and expensive 
Art and jewelry; and pay 100,000 dollars to 
join a club and many thousands a year to 
maintain membership. The same amounts 
may be used to pay some one to simply set 
up "vacations" for them, To me, these are the 
opposite of possessing "class." ' 
For "little gods," making money is a way 
of life and a way of keeping score to see how 
they are doing in life. It is a game about: 
"when you get to the top, see how much, 
higher than the top you can go.'\ It is a form 
of daily competition with themselves and 
with peers. If they do not continue to make 
more and more millions and billions a year 
then they feel they are not playing the game 
very well-and that strikes at their narcis-
sism mindset. Yet, all of this striving indi-
cates that they possess deep fears, deep inse-
curitiq, and have an intense need to prove 
that they are more than they really are. By 
lacking a sense of what life is about ·or where 
life comes from or where life is going-and 
by not caring, they are not happy. Their bot-
tomless pit of materialism (as a substitute for 
Love) can never be satisfied. The fact that 
they struggle to decide what to do with their 
money upon their death is also a sign of 
them knowing that t)iere is something more 
to life than money. Many choose not to leave 
all their money to their children because of 
their awareness that being in possession of 
so much money either destroys character or 
prevents good character from developing. 
Think about that! Thus the key to deciding 
The Celebration Of Single Motherhood Has Backfired 
and/or non-supportive dads of their chil-
dren as deadbeats. Several decades ago, 
when single moms were not fashionable, 
absent fatherhood was not the n1mn. I recall 
during the early 90s that Vice President 
Dan Quayle had the audacity to argue in a 
San Francisco speech that that the "poverty 
·of ~alues" in society included 'the accept-
ance of unwed motherhood, as celebrated 
in popular culture by the CBS comedy 
series Murphy Brown. The title character, a 
divorced news anchorwoman, got pregnant 
and chose to have the baby, who was deliv-
ered in an episode and watched by 38 mil-
lion Americans. 
Nonetheless,I'm not harping on the sta-
tistics of single motherhood through 
anything," she replied. "/ listen." Dan 
tried another task. "Well okay ... when 
God speaks to you, then, what does he 
say?" He doesn't say anything." He lis-
tens. "Dan looked bewildered. For 
instant, He didn't know what to say. 
"And if you -don't understand that," 
Mother Teresa added, "ff you don 't 
explain it to you." "Be Still, And Know 
That I Am God." Psalm 46: JO. As you 
learn to "Be Still" in God's presence, 
your greatest, problems will suddenly 
become more manageable. He will 
reveal Himself to you. He will calm your 
emotions and relieve your mind. You'll 
discover new directions. Freedom from 
worry, and afresh sense of peace. 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 
Where Dreams Soar 
divorce and/or widowhood. The thing that 
disturbs me is that an increasing number of° 
single women are choosing to become 
mothers or at the every least are nonchalant 
about the idea of raising their children 
alone. Most recently, it was revealed that 
Republican Vice Presidential candidi!te 
Sarah Palin has a pregnant unmarried 
teenage daughter; which is not a moral 
issue by today's lowered standards. I 
believe this phase of society is fueled by the 
heroic reception by the general public cou-
pled with availability of government grants 
and educational privileges especially 
afforded to singie mothers. There are cur-
rently no less than two books entitled 
"Choosing Single Motherhood" by two dif-
Moreno Valley it is very sad for me to 
report a long time resident and neighbor 
Dorothy Sheeks has gone to be with the 
Lord Saturday morning 9/27/08, after a 
car accident in San Bernardino. Dorothy 
was 73 years old. We were neighbors 
for over thirty years. Dorothy will really 
be missed not only by her family but by 
all of us here on this street. 
Do you have "Faith" the size of a 
mustard seed? Cathedral of Praise 
International Ministries of Rialto , 
California, IS 19 South Riverside 
Avenue, invites you come to the "Prayer 
Ministry" on · the third Saturday of the 
month from 10:00 a.m. 11 :00 a.m. and 
watch God change things here in the 
Inland Empire. For information call 
(909) 874-8676 or visit the website 
ferent authors, Virginia Prescott, and Mikki 
Morrissette respectively and dozen of mag-
azine articles written by dif{erent female 
writers . enlightening women on the joy, 
benefits, and conquering the challenges of 
single motherhood. 
In the past decade, I've witnessed on tel-
evision and in churehes dozens of unmar- · 
ried females boasting about their proud sin-
gle motherhood to the applause of church 
congregations and television audiences. 
Many of these young women express no 
desire to marry the man/boy that impreg-
nated them: Very often the suspected 
fathers are in denial about paternity until 
the results of a pending DNA test proves or 
disproves their paternity. Personally, I 
Do not miss your blessing on October 
10th 2008 starting at 6:30 p.m. with 
iatercessory prayer at 7 :00 p .m. The 
Southern California Full Gospel Baptist 
' Church Fellowship Rally at Cathedral of 
Praise International Ministries will have . 
as guest speaker. Pastor Jamal Bryant of 
Empowerment Temple, Baltimore, 
Maryland. The dress is casual and there 
is no admission or registration required. 
Come early to insure you a seat. .Tell 
your friends and families, pastors bring 
your church with you. When you leave 
you will say your worship was for real. 
For information (909) 874-8676 or web-
site www.copim.org 
Evangelist · Jerry Musgrove of 
Decently And In Order Ministry and 
' WWW,Cqptrn'.'0(1!! ·1" •1 ,,, " ""'" .,,.,,., sevl!t.U othe'I"'tnefl were truly ble~sei'.l'ffi'i' " 
whether to have a "little god" attitude a~d 
lifestyle may hp to look at the effect it cq,n. ,. 
have on you. I do not know if my way of ijv-, 
ing is right but I do know that life for me is ,: 
quite good. I have emphasized things of 
Worth (e.g. Love, peace, harmony, helpjn&~ ,; 
the needy) and have worked much harde,r ., 
than most to achieve "enough" things , 9!' ,. 
Value (i.e. th~ material creature comforis( ·, 
Despite all of my · 1acks, losses, obstacfes, , 
struggles, and pains ih life, I would not trade. ' 
any of them for anything, To me, wh!j_t \ ' 
strive for in life-to have a sense of well-, .' 
being and to help others--seems "natural" . 
while what the Arrogant are about see~s· ' 
unnatural. ' 
website: www.jablifeskills.com 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, MD. 
' , 
"' I •' 
< 
,. U I I' 
believe that whenever a DNA test has to be 
used to prove paternity and/or no marriage• -
plans were involved, the pro_ven father is, 
not highly likely to demonstrate responsi-, · 
.ble fatherhood throughout the childhood of, · 
their casually begotten offspring. •· " 
Single females having unprotected ~ex. , 
without an engagement ring and not wish-
ing to become a drum majorette for single -
parenthood should cease this practic;~; _ 
Females touting single motherhood are 
inadvertently promoting irresponsibility by 
sending the message· that the lqve, desire, 
maturity, and/or ability to care for a chifd, ' · 
and/or family is not a prerequisite to sexual. ' 
affairs. 
Email: richardojonesl@verizon.net , 
September 19th 2008 at the MeR:s- ,, 
Conference titled Real' Men Stay Io lJ}e . . 
Race --- No Excuses. The keynote, .. 
speaker was Bishop Charles E. Blake: 
Many men are looking forward to next 
year's Men '.s Conference. 
Moreno Valley and The Inland , 
Empire let us read ·about all the issuses, 
but make sure you vote. Do not ·1et 
another day pass without being ready. ~ .. : 
vote. So many people died so that you, • 
and I can "VOTE." 
t .. .. 
Parents hug your children no ma~~~ ,:· 
how old they are and say "I LOY~ , 
YOU." • "; ~ 
Be Blessed 
_,..... ____ ,,......., 
~t 
Learning begins with you. ( .•' 
CALIFORNIA 
TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION 
Success starts at home. 
As this new school year begiris, let's work 
together and give kids their best chance 
to succ~ed . 
• Encouraging kids to do their homework 
and study for tests helps them do well in 
'school and in life. 
Showing you care how well your children 
do in school gives them a head start o.n 
the road to success .. 
For more ideas on how to help your child, 
ask a teacher or vi~it us at www.cta.org. 
Every child deserves a chance to learn and no child succeeds alone. 
' I 
I ,: 
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Hundreds ray Tribute to Retiring Fischer 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
"After our families and our faith, our 
public schools have the greatest oppor-
tunity to make a difference in the life of 
a childt is the mantra that Dr. Herb 
Fischer lives by. 
Hundreds paid tribute to Fischer as 
he retired as the County Superinten·d~nt 
of Schools in San'Bernardino. 
· Using the theme "0 Captain! My 
Captain!" His loye of the sea and sailing 
was front and center. People who have 
made milestones in his life spoke. If 
eyery life he touched spoke the event 
would have lasted for weeks. 
Speakers selected to represent groups 
spoke of him in different phases of his 
life. 
Dr. Paulette Brown Hinds was one of 
his most successful students and part of 
the group who looked out for him when 
he' became the principal of San 
}lernardino High School. She spoke of 
hJ>w he affected the life of his students. 
She also represented Hardy Brown one 
of his closest friends an<l the event's 
honorary emcee. 
E. Neal Roberts Retired 
s'uperintendent of San Bernardino 
Schools told the story of how Fischer 
Sailing alone in a fleet is much safer 
that sailing alone," . said Dorene 
Ramsey, from the San · Bernardino 
County Teachers Association as she pre-
sented him with the Retirement Apple 
awarded to retiring teachers. She called 
him teacher focused. 
"We agree with Dr. Fischer, the suc-
cess of "OUR" students is designed to 
get best practices to the teacher," said 
Linda Young, Chair of the Countywide 
Coalition of Teacher Presidents . 
State Secretary of Education Dave 
Long· said beside Fischer being seven 
months older than him, he is an.educa-
tor, and the words respect, integrity car-
ing and trust describe him. Earlier in the 
day Long resigned from the position. 
Fischer's Alliance for Education that 
includes the mon.thly qieetings with the 
business community was represented by ; 
Randall Lewis, Vice President of the 
· Lewis Group. He said Fischer . was 
"change and hope like Obama and fights 
like McCai,n." Whether business or 
union Fischer is a community favorite. 
~ ill Lathrop President of the ·Central 
Labor Council, AFL-CIO of San 
Bernardino and Riverside Counties said 
he worked with the Union and they 
always supported his candidacy. 
, ' 
touched. He criss crossed San 
Bernardino daily---because he loves to 
travel," he joked. "He knev.; where he 
was going and how to sacrifice to get 
there. He is kind, collaborating, and 
shows courage in facing education chal-
lenges. He is the best Superintendent in 
the world!, exclaimed Karnig. 
• beat the odds after being told by a for-
_mer boss that he could not move up in 
administration. He knew how it felt to 
be denied promotion and. advancement 
and never forgot it. 
There was n~ group too small for 
Fischer he was always giving back to 
the community. Rev. Raymond Turner Dr. E. Neal Roberts, Dr. Herb 
Fischer, Ray Abril, Colton School 
Dr. Fischer's remarks were made to 
the room full of friends. He ho~ored his 
wife Cheryl, calling her up be by his 
side to thank his audience. "I am hum-
bled you would take your time to spend 
the evening with me. I am touched by 
the phone calls and cards and the speak-
ers. He honored his family and the men 
in his life who helped him with any SUC-· 
cess he may have had, E. Neal Roberts, · 
Ray Abril, and Hardy Brown, all life 
long friends as well. His life is an exam-
ple of the diversity he preached. 
told the story of him being the com- Board, Hardy Brown, former San 
inencement speaker for his two gradu- Bernardino School Board mem-
. Longtime Colton civic leader Ray 
Abril, voted to hire him to head, up the 
Colton School Board. He said he found 
him to be a man of integrity, who put 
students first. 
ates at the first graduation ceremony at ber . Others on program were: The 
Wildcats Jazz Band, Etiwanda 
Intermediate School, Retired State 
Senator James Brulte, Al Waner, Ed.D, 
LaNee King, and the emcee, Kegham 
Tashjian, PhD who kept the program on 
time just like a drill sergeant. His threats 
to take the microphone added to the fun 
of the evening. His gift for retirement 
was a check for the Cheryl and Herb 
Fischer Scholarship Fund. 
the Temple Leaming Center. . explained he could not bring the normal 
Bui it was the Honorable Jack proclamation because, the budget had 
O'Connell, State Superintendent of not been passed or signed in 
Schoqls who brought the house down. Sacramento and as he finished he 
From Adelanto, Chris Van Zee repre-
sented the Superintendents iii the 58 dis-
tricts said that Fischer's philosophy 
said, 'bring me a problem, bring me a 
solution.' Because of your support we 
will take the hill,"' said Zee. 
Using the state's budget woes he spoke sneezed and destroyed the entire prop. It 
of his relationship with Fischer and t!ien took •five minutes for the audience to 
announced the proclamation from is calm down. 
office, he pulled out a roll of toilet paper Dr. Al Karnig actually summed up 
unfolding it and began reading of the the career of the man of the hour when 
accomplishments of Fischer, he he said, "he excelled at everything he 
Business Directory 
Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE 
INCORPORATIONS• PARTNERSHIPS 
(951) 686-5/93 
3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501 
951258-0060 
. . ~ . 
877591-ASAP 
(2727) 
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FITNESS 
♦• FREE Personal Training FREE Nutritional Guidance! LD Guaranteed Results YI£ 
Come experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded, 
but always clean and friendly. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
~ia~oi_q.::JJ true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome 
,,,. ~ J!. 170 N. Arrowhead Avenue 
AskAboot F/86 Stuff!' Rialto CA 92376 
\: Aoout Dlscoon:::J (off Rialto Ave. between cact:is and Cedar) 
- www.wgrialto.com 909.877.4305 
Embroide{)', Screen Printing & Promotional Products 
-
Digitizing LOGO'~_- Golf/Polo & Greek Y'!ear 
Teamwear • Sp,ntwear • Towels • T-Sh,rts 
Caps • Gifts & More 
Riverside Zeretha Washington, Owner 
J 0530 Magnolia Ste. A. ............................................. 95'353-9560 
ATTORNEY 
-- Law Offices of--
Aaron L. Turner 
(9()()) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representation 
• Criminal Law 
• Felonies & Misdemeanors 
LAW OFFICES OF OcHURU & AssoclATES 
3941 Brockton Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
_4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC · 
Presents 
The Black Business Resource 
and Networking Directory 
www .theblackbrand.com 
951-571-3258 
L.C. Concrete & Masonry 
Your Custom Concrete Specialist 
18 years of Experience 
Stamp Concrete, Entrance Way, Drive Ways, 
Foundations, BBQs, Backyards, Chimney, 
Black Wall, Flagston~, Stucco, Patio Cover 
and many more. 
Call For Free Estimates 
Office 951.924.0470 
Cell 951,907.0530 Ask For Lorenzo 
CMC General Contractor CA. 
REGLAZING 
. = PRO -:-
Replace? Refinish While You Can/ 
• t •• : 
Bath Tubs • Sinks • Counters • Walls 
Tile • Fib~rglass • Cast Iron • Formica 
-
. REFINISH RECONDmON 
', ,_B_ath_t..;.lJb_O_ ffi_e_r _$2_4_9 _ _ sa_th_tu_b_O_ffi_e_r $_1_5_9_. 
_ Regular Price '299 Regular Price '199 
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Mr,-~-\ .,Resta~~"nt 
NEW ORLEANS 
FAMOUS GUMBO 
CRAWFISH ETTOUFFEE 
BLACKEND CATFISH & RED SNAPPER 
(TOPPED WITH A CREOLE CREAM SAUCE) 
FAMOUS CREOLE HOT WINGS 
(COOKED IN A RANCH DRESSING HOT SAUCE) 
LOUISIANA STUFF CHICKEN □ BREAST 
(STUFFED WITH A CREOLE CREAM SPINACH) 
We Cater 
\Nedciings • Banquets • Private Pc) t t 1es 
SPECIAL $ 5 0 0 3 Chicken Wings F.F. 16 oz Drink; _ or Pork Sandwich F.F. 16 oz Drink; ANY or 4 Pieces of Cat Fish, Dinner 
PLATE Roll and a 16 oz Drink 
SHRl■PAND-$7'9---1r-miiORDas . 
OKRA OVER J RED IEANI AND IICiE COWU f: RICE GREEN, ILACK EYD P IICE All 
· GRAVY ANDY · 
May not combine offers. Exp. 10/31/08 1 ft May not combine offers. Exp. 10/31/08 
------------------ -------~ ------------------------~ ~ 
How: 
Mon-Wed 8 Am To 8 PM 
Ttur. to Fn. 8 To 10 
8022 Umonlte Ave. Suite 101 
(Jurupa VIIIC!y Speetrum) 
. - (951) 681 1993 
Advertise for as low as 
Call 951.682.6070 
Anna Wen er 
ATTORNEY & 
COUNSELOR AT LAW 
Criminal Defense Law 
Divorce/ Family Law 
Civil Lawsuits (Trials) 
Former Police Officer/U.S . Marine Corps Veteran 
Reasonable Fees - Flat Fees - No Interest Payment Plans 
Riverside. Orange. San Bemardfoo. end L.A. counties 
Call (888) 682-3049 I Toll Free - 24 hours 
WWW.ZULUALILAW.COM 
Under ,New Law 
~ 
www.soodlawofficcs.com 
• 100 discount with~ of tJm ad 
• Dh'orce/Cmtody/Yisitatioo'Sopport 
• Saturday & E\'eeiag Appts. Al~ 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
IIVE HUY HOUSES ,._,.._._ .. _ .. ____ _ 
----- 4111k ..... _________ .,. ___ _ 
...._._...,,.. C:C> ... Klll ■T■C>--- ■ 
CA.SH IINI .2:4 l::IBS 
Duane Johnson 
(951 ) 353-0788 
105691/2 Magnolia Ave. Riverside, CA 92505 
www.millenniumonculs.com 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
TELEMAQUE 
PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES 
SCHOOLS- #'ROMS - GIUDUATIONS 
SPORTS· Um£ LEAGUES. ACTION SHOTS 
BANQUETS-ID CARDS- GB.Our EYENTS-DANCES 
l'HOTO lll!STOIU110NS • WEDDJNGS-PORTFOUOS 
GLENN TELEMAQUE 
gtelemaque@aol.com 
(800) 926-7205 
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:A Taste Of Korea ·coming To The IE,:_ 
' . 
4:' 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNA~DINO 
• A taste of ancient Korean culture is 
.. 
coming to downtown San Bernardino's 
Court Street on Oct. 4, from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
Taste of Korea is designed to 
acquaipt Inland Empire residents with 
Korean culture. 
Events will focus oh Korean Royal 
Cuisine, food of kings and queens of 
ancient Korea. Largely through the 
efforts of Hwang Hae-seong, founder 
and director of the Institute of Korean 
Royal Cuisine, these ancient recipes 
have been kept alive and passed onto the 
public, first in Korea and now through-
out the world. · 
The · Korean General Consulate of 
Los Angeles and the Korea Agro-Trade 
Center of Los Angeles are spemsoring 
this event, along with the Art Institute of 
California : Inland Empire and the City 
of San Bernardino. ' 
"The Korean sponsors want to make 
people aware of Korean food," said Chef 
Eyad Joseph, academic director of The 
International Culinary School at The Art 
Institute of California - Inland Empire. 
"There are no festivals like this in the 
Inland Empire and there isn't much 
awareness about Korean food here, yet 
kirnchi, a staple of the Korean diet, is 
becoming one of the most popular Asian 
foods worldwide. 
"We at the International Culinary 
School want people to know a lot more 
about Korean food as well," Chef Joseph 
added . 
The Korea Agro-Trade Center is an 
agency of the Korean government and 
its purpose is to promote Korean agricul-
ture. It has done this by holding cooking 
festivals in the Los Angeles area, Chef 
Joseph said, but this is its first time the 
Taste of Korea will be held in the Inland 
Empire. 
• Han Bok-Ryeo, president of the 
Institute of Korean Royal Cuisine, and 
61-year-old protegee of Hwang Hae-
seong Hwang, is the featured guest of 
the Taste of Korea. 
She will give a cooking demonstra-
tion of Korean Royal Cuisine during the 
festival, from I p.m. to 2 p.m. She will 
be accompanied by a team of six: addi-
tional professional chefs who are highly 
trained in this cuisine, three from Korea 
and three from Los Angeles. 
The festival begins at 10 a.m. with 
Korean cultural performances from the 
Korean Classical Music & Dance Co: 
This · organization is directed by 
University of California Los Angeles 
professor Dr. Don Kim, and is com-
prised mainly of UCLA students, and 
will give musical demonstrations of tra-
ditional Korean dances and drum rou-
tines throughout the day. 
Opening ceremonies will be held at 
· 12:30 p.m. In addition to the music 
demonstrations by the Korean Classical 
Music· & Dance Co., the team of chefs 
assisting in the Korean Royal Cuis\n(; 
demonstration by Han Bok-Ryeo wi11· 
prepare other Korean · dishes at vari~us· 
times during the day. · 
· A cooking co·mpetition is also 
planned, with eight two-chef teams from 
the International Culinary School, two' 
from Arroyo High School in &an, 
Bernardino and two from Los Angel;es-
area high schools , representing the 
Korean Consulate. Students are compet: 
ing for the chance to win a combined 
$5,000 scholarship to the International 
Culinary School at the Art Institute" or 
California-Inland Empire in S'an 
Bernardino. 
In this competition, students will pre-
pare kimchi, the pickled vegetable dish· 
that has been a. staple of Korean diet for 
more than 3,000 years. The students wiJI 
also use kimchi to prepare a f~s ion dish. 
'.'Fusion. is incorporating another cul-
ture into the dish," Chef Joseph 
explained. "They could make kimchi 
pizza, kirnchi burritos, kirnchi sand with-' · 
es or anything else they can imagine.": 
The third requirement in this timed; 
Iron Chef style competition, is to u e, 
Korean mushrooms to prepare an appe-
tizer. If time permits , the students will 
also use Asian pears to make a dessert. . 
. ' 
. '
• II 
• 
,. ' 
Miraculous Photos on Display, Saturday, October 18 
, The Black Voice News 
' LOS ANGELES 
Fred Wade, executive producer of the . 
'. highly successful Gospel Preachers 
• Awards Show, will display an unusual 
· collection of abstract photographs that 
, depict many hidden mysteries of the 
' kingdom of heaven and several books of 
:the Holy Bible. During this onee in a 
lifetime free exhibit on Saturday, 
October 18 scenes from the Bible mirac-
ulously come to life, even though Fred 
did not set out to arrange over 1,000 
archived prints. "I was led by the holy' 
spirit to toss the drop cloth and shoot. 
What developed I can only explain as 
miraculous photographs." 
The exhibit will take place at 400_ S. 
Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 100 in 
Manhattan Beach, California from 5 :00 
pm to 8:00 pm where Fred will unveil 
fashionable, miraculous, artistic work, 
"without a brush or the drawings of the 
hands of man." During the photo exhib-
it, Fred Wade will share his powerful tes-
timony of an unforgettable experience 
that has baffled scholars and clergy of 
diverse religious groups. 
In January, Fred Wade honored pro-
lific men and women 'of God at the 
Wilshire Ebell Theatre with a Gospel 
Preacher Award. A few of the awardees 
included: Rev. Cecil Murray, AME 
Church; Bishop <'.:harles E. Blake, West 
Angeles COGIC; Pastor Michelle 
Corral, Breath of the Spirit Ministries; 
Rev. Ron M. Gibson, Life COGIC; 
Pastor Suzanne Hinn, Benny Hinn 
Ministries; Bishop Kenneth C. Ulmer, 
Faithful Central Bible Church; Bishop 
Noel Jones, City of Refuge; Dr. Fred K. 
C. Price, Crenshaw Christian Center; 
Janice and Homer McKenzie, West 
Angeles COGlC. 
Gospel radio_ personalities Aundrae 
Russell and Kevin Nash co-hosted the 
first annual Gospel Preachers Awards 
Show in January. Musical performances 
included famed TBN gospel 1!-ftist Leon 
Patillo and OweNoMan Music Group 
recording artist 'KEYO." 
Admission, parking and refreshments 
on Saturday, October 18 are free. For 
more information about the miraculo11s,' 
abstract photos exhibited at the Chrjstian• 
Gallery Showcase please call - (310) 
810-0128. 
"San Bernardino Story Time," Read for the Record Events .To Be Held Throughout.the City:·, 
,llie Black Voice News and children reading the same bopk on . 
the same day, while also working to • 
on October 2nd at 10:30 a.rn. Branches 525 N. Mt. Vernon Avenue encourages readers of all ages to visit 
www.readfortherecord.org and register 
to read the campaign's official book, 
Corduroy, on October 2. Each child _that 
participates will receive a copy of the 
book Corduroy to take home, compli-
ments of First S. 
in the homes of children who need them 
most and focuses on helping them•m;~ 
gains "in crucial language and literacy: 
skills. The Pearson Foundation, spom,qr: 
and ·founding partner of the campaign: rs; 
once again .underwriting the cost of tbk 
year's campaign book, C~rduroy, Mire 
Penguin Young Readers. : : : 
SAN BERNARDINO are located at: "Current research overwhelmingly 
Mayor Patrick J. Morris, the San 
'Bernardino Public Library, the San 
'Bernardino City Unified School District, 
and First 5 announced their participation 
~ Jumpstart's ' Read for the Record. a 
, national campaign designed to break the 
·torld record for the number of adults 
break the cycle of illiteracy. ' Norman F. Feldheym Central supports the importance of facilitating 
Mayor Morris will read the story of 
Corduroy to preschool students at 
Delmann Heights Community Center 
located at 2969 Flores Street and all 
branches of the San Bernardino Public 
Library will host a "San Bernardino 
Story Time", Read for the Record Event 
Library. 555 West 6th Street I early and emerging literacy skills in pre-
Dorothy Inghram Branch school-age children as a critical founda-
Library. 1505 W. Highland Avenue tion for literacy development," said 
Howard M. Rowe Branch Mayor Morris. "Jumpstart's Read for the 
Library. 108 E. Marshall Boulevard Record is a positive way to raise aware- Jumps tart - through Jumpstart 's Read 
for the Record campaign and intensive 
early edu~ation programs - puts books ➔.•---· Paul Villasenor Branch-Library. , '\-' 
Be part of the process, 
not part of the 
problem! CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
remernbef lhe C10$S .. focus~ te WOid 
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A 
Candidates Forum 
FOR THE Cl1Y OF MORENO VALLEY 
1ST AND 3RD DISTRICT COtf«IL RACE 
Thursday, October 9, 2008 · 
7:00 p.m. 
at 
· 149~ Riverside Drive,. Riverside 92518 
east of March Reserve Air 8.1se 
(corner of Riverside & Meyer Drive, RiversidQ 92518) 
For more informatiCJl:I, contact Larry Denman at 
(951}' 852-8705 
I 
~ Wmo09S11ANOIR::H lbsldsant.S1Wllft.arslia.11tillem..,_,.'11rsdlla' 
.-tw. OIIICWllt ar imlr. 1'is._...Fann l>dlillllldef1D --•bmeflAtm _.._ 
ness about the importance of early child-
hood literacy skills." Mayor Morris 
MESOTHELIOMA 
ASBESTOS & LUNG CANCER 
If you or a loved one has been affected 
by Mesothelloma, you need to know 
your legal options. At The Mongomery 
Law Firm, we can find out If they ·were 
a victim of a1be1to1 exposure and 
determine If they are entitled to 
significant monetary c:ompen1atlon. 
Contad'us today at 
-~ or 
www.montgomerylaw.org 
~~m~~ 
M. Scott Montgomery 
2808 S. Ingram MIii Road 
Bldg. A104 
Springfield, MO 65804 
NOT A SUIT AGAINST 
DOCTORS OR HOSPITALS 
The Black Voice News 
Inland Leaders 
' Call For Voice. In 
· Banking Rescue 
Plan 
· San Bernardino and Riverside 
counties on Tuesday adopted reso-
lutions urgipg federal lawmakers 
to give local governments a role in 
resolving the nation's liquidity 
meltdown. 
· The call for local participation 
co;nes after Monday's failure by 
Congress to pass a $700 billion 
re~cue plan for Wall Street institu-
tions holding the bad debts of 
homebuyers who entered unsound 
mm:tgages. Those mortgages 
spurred. a runaway housing econo-
my and led to its demise. 
Securities acquired by the fed-
eral government in a rescue would 
be secured by mortgages on the 
properties now held by floundering 
financial institutions. Once the 
Tri:asury takes control of those 
assets, Inland county .supervisors 
said they want the federal govern-
ment to create contracts with 
regional public-private partner-
ships to oversee their disposition. 
. Regional partnerships would 
raise, local capital to augment the 
feaeral investment while regional 
boards would manage the upkeep 
an'd sales of properties within their 
region, the supervisors said. 
_ "Local business leaders and 
governments know more than out-
side interests about the issues and 
real estate economies in their own 
backyard," said Roy Wilson, chair-
man of the Riverside County 
Board of Supervisors. "Our partic-
ipation is crucial in ensuring the 
secure investment of taxpayer dol-
lafs." 
"The fate of our communities 
an-cl neighborhoods should not be 
left to a bureaucracy or business 
interests thousands of miles away 
that have little if any knowledge 
about the local impacts of their 
decisions," said Paul Biane, 
Chairman of the San B~mardino 
County Board of Supervisors. 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
counties -- which for years led the 
nation in population growth - have 
suffered some of the most signifi-
canroeg[five ec6nomic conse-
queoc in the eountry from their 
unprecedented and almost unparal-
leled rates of foreclosures stem-
ming from unsound mortgages, 
e~onomist John Husing said. 
: • "Establishing regional public-
Pfivate partnerships to make sure 
tl\ese properties are systematically 
riteased into the market would 
restore their values while helping 
preserve and rehabilitate neighbor-
hoods suffering economically and 
socially as a result of the foreclo-
s(!re crisis," Husing said. "This 
b~nefit is further amplified by 
~aintaining and increasing the 
number of owner-occupied 
homes ," 
• As recently as last week, cities 
and counties in Inland Southern 
C~Iifornia learned they would be 
, refeiving $133.5 million of nearly 
~ billion in federal funds to deal 
with blighted . neighborhoods 
affecteq by the high number of 
foreclosures. 
: . Riverside County, which has 
~e fourth largest foreclosure rate 
in. the nation, is slated to receive 
· ti¢ third-largest a\location of 
al~ost $49 million. 
, • B iane said if a federal plan goes 
forward, local interests must have 
a --voice in tbe process. Biane said 
there would be greater public 
accountability from a regional 
pµblic-private partnership. 
;:Washington lawmakers need to 
r~all the -savings and loans crisis 
of the early 1990s and remember 
the negative impacts on communi-
ties that resulted from turning fore-
closed properties over to' distant 
business interests simply looking 
ta turn a quick buck, Biane said. 
: "They dumped properties for 
far less than their market values. 
Solid neighborhoods and property 
jalues were further harmed. 
Communities and taxpayers were 
!¢ft holding the bag," Biane said. 
: C_ivic and elected leaders also 
s~ an opportunity to boost needed 
· siocks of affordable housing, under 
the emerging plan. Some Inland 
county supervisors said they would 
l~e. to see language built in to a 
partnership plan that would require 
a:percentage of the mortgage assets 
be set aside for low and moderate 
iocome buyers . 
: "The fine details need to be 
~orked out but we have an oppor-
~nity to lift ourselves out of a very 
dire situation and we need to take it 
and make sure we do the most with 
it," said Wilson, chairman of the 
Riverside County supervisors. 
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Navigating Tltrough ·the Market Turmoil I 
Napoleon Brandford, Ill 
. By Napoleon Brandford, lli 
The turmoil that is gripping 
Wall Street today is far worse 
than anythin& that I !\ave seen 
in the thirty years that I've been 
working in the financial indus-
try. I've seen many kinds of 
financial crises, people making 
and losing fortunes, smaU com-
panies growing to become 
giants, and financial institutions 
c~llapsing before my very eyes. 
A Systemic Loss of 
Cqnfidence 
Yet, today's market turmoil 
is different from previous finan-
cial storms. It is an implosion 
brought on by a sudden collapse 
of confidence at a systemic 
level. We, in the credit markets, 
· buy Bn:d sell securities worth 
billion and trillions of dollars 
based solely on a verbal "hand-
shake." Therefore, we must 
have trust that the counterparty 
on the other side of the phone 
will make good on the trade. 
There can be no hesitation 
among market participants that 
upon settlement on the next day 
or next week that the proper 
securities or funds will 
exchange hands. 
Bursting of the Credit 
Bubble 
The easy credit of this past 
decade has led to unwise spend-
ing-decisions by consumers and 
businesses. Just as people 
unw~sely spend beyond their 
means by over-using their cred-
it cards, many Wall Street firms 
were also on a credit binge -
borrowing ever more to pay off 
their ballooning debt. Now, we 
must pay for our excesses. In 
the coming months and years, 
deflating the credit bubble will 
be a painful process for con-
sumers and Wall Street. 
However, the prudently man-
aged financial institutions will 
thrive just as prudent individu-
als on Main Street will make it 
through the financial and hous-
ing crisis. 
SmaU Businesses to Feel 
the Credit Squeeze 
In the near term, deflating the 
credit bubble will greatly 
impact small bu$inesses. 
Community banks often rely on 
the large global banking institu-
tions for inter-bank loans, 
which the community banks 
can then re-lend to small busi-
nesses . Tight credit in the fore-
seeable months means · that 
small businesses will need to 
put expansion projects on hold. 
This does not bode well for our 
national economy because 
based on Labor Department sta-
tistics , small businesses create 
75% of all new jobs added to 
the economy and represent over 
50% of the private work force. 
What Are Individual 
Investors to Do? 
Each individual investor will 
have a unique set of parameters 
that will dictate a different 
course of action. However, 
there are common sense and 
prudent things that we all can 
try to do in the coming months. 
The first is not to act in haste. 
The worst possible reaction is 
to be pulled into a stampede for 
the exit door. Selling your 
stocks and bonds into a weak 
market is usually not the best 
thing to do. Markets always 
bounce back. That's why the 
individual investor should 
always be a long-term investor. 
Bank CDs, Money Market 
Funds, Stocks, ·Mutual 
Funds, Bonds, et al 
In turbulent -markets, 
1nvestors should put a high pri-
ority on principal preservation. 
That is, safety first before seek-
ing higher investment returns. 
Any investment instrument that 
promises a return higher than 
other comparable iristrument 
probably carries additional risks 
that may not be obvious upon a 
cursory review. There are nei-
ther free lunches nor easy 
money. Look for the hidden 
risks. Stocks, mutual funds and 
bonds are all long-term invest-
ments and should be treated as 
such. Constant trading is a sure 
way to hcl:ve the transaction fees 
eat away at your investment 
return. Institutional investors 
can afford active trading 
because their transaction cost is 
usually very minimal. A money 
market fund that carries a high-
er yield often means the under-
lying securities may . not be all 
high-grade Treasury securities. 
In recent weeks, there have 
been at least two money market 
funds that "broke the buck," 
that is , the fund share price 
went below $1.00. In direct 
response to this damaging 
development, the U .S . Treasury 
announced that it would guar-. 
antee up to $50 billio,n fo~ th,~ 
next year for both institutional 
and retail money market 
investors . This would be on top 
of existing deposit insurance 
programs. 
FDIC and SIPC Protection 
· for Depositors and Investo~ 
For investors worried aboµt 
the safety of their deposits at 
financial institutions, it 
important to understand the 
type of protections that cov~r 
your financial accounts . For 
example, FDIC will cover bank 
accounts and CDs of up to 
$100K. SIPC (Securiti~s 
Investor Protection 
Corporation) will cover broker: 
age accounts of up to $SOOK~ 
However, these insurance pro• 
grams will not cover market 
loss in the case of SIPC, or 
penalties from · early wito.~ 
drawals in the case of FDIC OI} 
bank CDs. •• 
Rebuilding Our Credit and 
Confidence 
The painful process of gradu-
ally deflating the credit balloon 
has already begun on Wall 
Street: As a result, individuals 
will likely experience tighter 
borrowing standards for honi~ 
' mortgages , car loans, credit 
card lines, and other consumer 
loans. I am ·very hopeful that 
our financial system will return 
back fo the basics with focus on 
traditional products ariq 
reduced emphasis on esoteri~ 
financial instruments. We neeq 
to rebuild our fundamental 
understanding of what consti-
tutes good credit. From there, 
our confidence in the markets 
and :financial institutions will 
return. 
Mr. Brandford is Chairman 
of Siebert Brandford Shank & 
Co., LLC, the nation's largest 
African American women-
owned bond underwriter. The 
firm serves primarily institu-
tional clients and provides 
inv~stment banking service~ to 
state and local governments 
throughout the country. Th 
firm does not provide in st-
ment services to in<r idu.al 
investors. 
Car Companies Cop Congressional Loans 
By William Reed 
These days, 11-figure expen-
ditures barely attract notice. 
While Congress was grappling 
with the 12-figure $700 bailout 
plan for the fmancial industry, 
the powerful Michigan delega-
tion got House approval for $25 
billion in loans for the troubled 
U.S. auto industry. 
Lawmakers that pushed for 
the legislation hailed it as key to 
saving thousands of jobs in the 
state. Detroit Rc!p. Carolyn 
Cheeks Kilpatrick, chair of the 
43-member Congressional 
funds to consumer tax credits -
automakers will increasingly 
rely on to build technology they 
need to survive. 
The automakers first sought an 
installment of loans totaling 
about $6 billion, but the nation-
wide credit crunch crimped 
their ability to borrow. The $25 
billion is just a. down payment, 
automakers will seek another 
$25 billion next year to retool 
old assembly lines and develop 
advanced, fuel-efficient tech-
nology. . 
The idea behind the loans is 
to buy time while the Detroit 3 
jeopardy if the Detroit 3 stay in 
the doldrums. But, as taxpayers 
it's time to consider what "a bil-
lion" actually means: Counting 
non-stop, one number a second, 
it would take almost 32 years to 
count to 1 billion. A billion 
here and a billion there and 
soon it adds up to real money 
that has to be repaid. But the 
reality is that automakers.face a 
life-threatening crisis if the U.S . 
car market doesn't rebound. 
General· Motors reported a sec-
ond-quarter loss of $15.5 billion 
and Ford Motor reported an 
$8.7 billion loss. GM and Ford 
Black Americans hold 13 percent of auto industry jobs 
and have •significant interest in the Detroit 3 's survival. 
Black Cauc;us, played a major 
role in passage of the legisla-
tion. What many will call· "cor-
porate welfare" enables General 
Motors , Ford and Chrysler to 
get at least $5 billion each. This 
allows them to borrow money 
at interest rates as low as 4 per• 
cent , Over several years, the 
automakers could save hun-
dreds of millions in financing 
costs. The car companies will 
have five years before they start 
repaying the loans. 
Black Americans hold 13 
percent of auto industry jobs 
and have significant interest in 
the Detroit 3 's· survival. With 
approval of the low-intere_st 
· Joans, the U.S. auto industry 
won help it urgently needs to 
I 
rework its vehicles .• The plan 
was in the Congressional queue 
months before the Wall Street 
bailout came to the fore. But 
the loans are one of several gov-
ernment aids - from research 
revamp their lineups, develop 
new hybrids and other fuel-sip-
pers, , and convert old SUV 
plants into factories turning out 
cars able to compete with com-
parable Japanese models. 
Consumers reeling from $4 gas 
·have fled the big trucks and 
SUVs the manufacturers milked. 
for two decades, and Detroit's 
smaller cars tend to rate poorly 
compared with competitors. 
· The domestics' U.S . market 
share is now about 48 percent, a 
staggering fall of nearly 20 
points since the start of the 
decade. .GM and Ford are 
expected to produce about 1.3 
million fewer. cars this year than 
in 2007. Everi cheap loans will 
do little to help erase years of 
red ink and it's going to take 
some time to make a dent in 
their debt load. 
' . Blacks, have a stake in the 
trillion-dollar automotive 
industry, and many jobs are at 
could start to r:un out of cash by • 
the second half of 2009. 
Chrysler's sales are down even 
more tha~ Ford and GM. 
Vehicle purchases are . the 
second-largest purchase most 
· Black families make. Import 
and domestic dealers, in total, 
have annual new car and truck 
sales of about $480 billion. 
Annual new and used car and 
truck sales in the US amount to 
a near-trillion dollar business. 
Minorities accounted for 22 
percent of the US new-car mar-
ket, but just 5 pertent of dealer-
ships. 
. African Americans should 
hope the loan infusion doesn't 
just produce more of the same 
for them in the automotive mar-
ketplace. Due to discrimina-
tion , Black buyers have to 
spend more than other groups at 
the time of their purchase of 
vehicles. On top of their tax-
payer burden to the industry, 
Blacks shouldn't have to pay 
higher loans rates than whites 
on 60 · to 72 month. contracts 
after they 've paid an average 
price of $30,000 for a new car 
or truck. 
AFRICAN AMERICANS NEEDED FORA HIGH 
BLOOD PRESSURE RESEARCH STUDY 
•• 
Physicians are look-
ing for African Ameri-
cans volunteers to 
participate in a re-
search study of the 
invesligalional use of 
two approved med-
ications in their ability 
to lower high blood 
pressure. 
African Americans 
with known or sus-
pected high blood 
pressure may qualify· 
to participate in this 
nationwide study. All 
study-related care 
and study medication 
is provided at no cost. 
Compensation for 
time and travel may • 
be available. ~ 
The prevalence of : 
high blood pressure : 
in African Americans 
is higher than any 
other race or ethnic 
group. It typically oc-
curs at a younger age 
and can lead to se- · 
vere heart and kidnef , 
problems. You can • 
take action against 
this serious condition. 
For more information; 
please call lnla~ii 
Clinical Research &" 
951-68~270 or visit 
www.bloodpressur,· 
eresearch.com 
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Angels & DodgerS Will Play In Baseball'S Second Seaso~; 
Photo by Jon·□. Gaede 
DODGER SLUGGER: Center fielder Matt Kemp hits his 18th homerun and has been a key to the 
Dodgers September success. 
The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES 
By Samuel Havens 
BVN Sports The Los Angeles Dodgers 
Photo by Jon D. Gaede . 
DODGER CELEBRATION: Manny Ramirez enjoys a good soaking 
as the Los Angeles Dodgers clinch the National League West title. 
clinched the National League mediocre division. Trades for 
West Title last week and will proven, veterans Manny 
now join their cross-town Ramirez and Casey Blake lit-
rivals, the Los Angeles erally vaulted the Dodgers 
Angels of Anaheim in Major into their September success. 
League Baseball's second Joe Torre also added a future 
season. Hall of Farner Greg Maddox 
In a ~eason ·that began to the pitching roster. 
poorly, the Los Angeles The veteran additions to 
Dodgers emerged frqm the the team coincided with hit-
shadows to overtake the ting spurts from younger 
Arizona Diamondbacks, Jn a Dodgers. Matt Kemp, James 
Loney and Andre Ethier have: 
enjoyed late season success as 
this Dodger team now has .a. 
formidable line-up for oppos:_ 
ing pitchers to face. 
The Dodgers have traveled, 
to the mid-west to face their 
first round opponent, the 
Chicago Cubs. Joe Torre has 
chosen Derek Lowe to pitch· 
game one. 
The Angels became 
Americ'an League Western 
Division Champions several 
weeks ago. They simply out. 
classed their division:, finisn-. 
ing 21 games ahead of Texa~,· 
their nearest opponent. This 
years club won an unprece-
dented 100 games for the fir~t' 
time in franchise history.' 
. Skippered by ex-Dodger and· 
2002 Worl~ Series winner, 
Mike Scioscia, the team is 
poised to face the Boston Red 
Sox in the first round. 
The Angels have a.II the 
ingredients, good starting, 
pitching, timely hitting, 
excellent team speed and _a. 
closer, Frankie Rodriquez 
who saved 62 games in 200( 
the best mark in baseball his-
tory! 
Possible 'Freeway Series'"?: 
It's a long way off, but the· 
story lines are there. It is cer-
tainly rare that bo,th area 
teams are in the playoffs.-
Baseball can't substitute for: 
healing all of our worries, bur 
it can take our mind off th~. 
current financial crisis. 
Baseball, like the sunrise is 
something we can count on. 
HBCU's Represent at LA Coliseum During Angel City Classic : 
The Black Voice News proud of' something they 
LOS ANGELES 
, can strive to be a part of." 
, As Morehouse College And, somewhere in 
'and Prairie View A&M between the youth game, ~ 
University football teams the band clinic, the step 
prepared for this past show and concert, th~re 
Saturday's Farmers was a football game with 
Insurance Group® Angel Prairie View A&M defeat-
City Classic at the _Los ing Morehouse, 28-17. 
Angeles Memorial This was the third year 
Coliseum, it was the Battle for the game and the first 
of the Bands event that time it was televised 
. took center stage as , nationally. 
Morehouse's band "House Morehouse, located in 
of Funk" and Prairie View Atlanta, was founded . in · 
A&M's band "Marching 1867 and boasts among its 
Storm" rocked the colise- · alumni the Rev. Martin 
um and the crowd, an Luther King Jr., actor 
announced 52,000 plus. 
"These Black col-
l_eges ... ," said entertainer 
Nick Cannon, who 
addressed the crowd, 
~ ... show kids that there's 
· an alternative, something 
that can giye them hope. 
Whether it! s the football 
players or the bands,. here 
is something they can be 
. Samuel .L. Jackson and 
director Spike Lee. Prairie 
View A&M, situated out-
side Houston, was founded 
in 1876 and counts among 
its alumni Los Angeles 
Unified School District 
Supt. David Brewer and 
NFL Hall of Fame defen-
sive back Kenny Houston. 
. Photo by Sam James 
A crowd of 52,000 plus enjoyed this year's Farmers Insurance Gr~up® 
Angel City Classic at the LA Coliseum. 
I www.blackvoicenews.~om I 
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Photo by Sam James 
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AUTOS WANTED 
DONATE YOUR CAR; 
Ch11dren1s Cancer Fund! 
Help Save A Child's Life 
through Research & 
Support! Free Vacation 
Package. Fast, Easy & Tax 
Deductible. Call 1-800-252-
~) 5. (Cal-SCAN) 
l:>ONATE YOUR VEHICLE! 
Receive Free Vacation 
·Voucher. United. Breast 
' Cllncer Foundation. Free 
Mammograms, Breast 
Cancer Info www.ubcf.info 
·Free Towing, Tax 
·oeauctible, · Non-Runners 
Accepted, 1-888-468-5964. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNI-
TY 
ABSOLUTELY RECES-
SION PROOFI Do You 
Eam $800 in a Day? Your 
, Own Local Vending Route 
Includes 30 Machines and 
<Jandy for $9,995. 
MultiVend LLC, 1-888-625-
24f5. (Cal-SCAN) 
HOTTEST ENERGY 
·DRINK Route Available. 
·$40K-$400K Profit Potential 
'Yearly I Turn Key 
e:stablished National 
•Accounts. Call 2417 1-888-
428-5392 Code 304. 
'Minimum Investment 
~•quired! (Cal-SCAN) 
·BUSINESS SERVICES 
' 
A BEST-KEPT CLASSl-
•FIED ADVERTISING 
'SECRET! A. 25-word ad 
oosts $550, is placed in 240 
C'ommunlty newspapers 
-and reaches over 6 million 
'Californians. Call for more 
H'lformation (916) 288-6010: 
.(916) 288-6019 www.Cal-
SOAN.com (Cal-SCAN) . 
ADVERTIS!c EFFECTIVE-
tYI Reach over 3 million 
·Calffomians in 140 commu-
'nity newspapers. Cost 
• $-1 ,550 for a 3. 75"x2" dis-
f)lay ad. Super value! Call • 
·(946) 288-6010; (916) 288-
'6019. www.Cal-SDAN.com 
tCal-SCAN) 
• Looking for a cost efficient 
wtiy to get out a NEWS 
RELEASE? The California 
Press Release Service is 
the only service with 500 
current daily, weekly and 
college newspaper contacts 
, in California. Questions call 
·(9~6) 288-6010. 
·www.CaliforniaPressRelea 
•eService.com (Cal-
SCAN) 
r' r 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
•SAWMILLS FROM ONLY 
·$2;990 • Convert your Logs 
To Valuable Lumber with 
your own Norwood portable 
band sawmill. Log skidders 
ahro available. 
www.NorwoodSawMills.co 
m/300N ·FREE Information; 
,1-800-578-1363 - x300-N. 
•(Dal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
DRIVER - COL Training: $0 
down, financing by Central 
Refrigerated. Company 
Drivers earn average of 
$40k/year. Owner 
Operators average 
$60k/Year. 1-800-587-0029 
, X ,, 4 7 7 9 
· VIWW.CentralDrivingJobs.ne 
t , (Cal-SCAN) 
• DRIVER: Don't Just Start 
Y.our Career, Start II Righll 
G:ompany Sponsored COL 
training in 2 weeks. Must be . 
21, Have COL'? Tuition 
8e i mbursementl 
www.JoinCRST.com 1-800-
7a1-2778. (Cal-SCAN) 
ORIVER- $5K SIGN-ON 
Bonus for Experienced 
. Teams: Dry Van & _Temp 
CMltrol available. 0/0s & 
COL-A Grads welcome. 
Call Covenant 1-866-684-
2519 EOE. (Cal-SCAN/ 
DRIVERS: CALL ASAP! $$ 
Sign-On Bonus. 35-41 cpm. 
Earn over $ 1000 weekly. 
· Excellent Benefits. Need 
G:DL-A and 3 months recent 
01R. 1-877-258-8782. 
1www.MeltonTruck .com 
(Pal-SCAN) 
jMMEDIATE OPENINGS. 
COL A team & solo QWner 
operators. $1 .00 empty. 
Wp to $2.45 loaded. OTR & 
regional positions. Ammo 
experience a plus. Sign-on 
bonus negotiable. 1-800-
835-9471. (C~I-SCAN) 
OTR DRIVERS DESERVE 
more pay and more home-
tlmel $.41/milel Home 
weekends! Run our west· 
em region! Health, Dental, 
Life lnsurahce! Heartland 
Express 1-800-441-4953. 
www.HeartlandExpress.co 
m (Cal-SCAN) 
'.TEAMS LOOK NO FUR-
THER Than Heartland! We 
have great miles, great pay, 
119() mile length of haul, 
Western freight, drop and 
l\ook, no touch, homelime 
and more. Heartland 
Express 1-800-441-4953. 
www.Heartlan.dExpress.co 
IJl , (Cal-SCAN) 
,ME,LP WANTED/SALES 
AWESOME TRAVEL JOBII 
O.ver 18? Join our llaveling 
sales teaml Great earning 
.potential. 2 weeks paid 
training. Lodging, trans-
portation provided. Return 
, QUJilranteed. Call 1-877-
646-5050. (Cal-SCAN) 
I~· Real Estate 975 I 
. . 
~OMES FOR SALE 
FORECLOSED HOME 
AUCTION. Los· Angeles. 
Orange, Riverside & More. 
1000+ Homes Must Be 
Sold! Free Brochure: 800-
269 - 0782 
www.USHomeAuclion.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF 
STATE 
35+ Acres from $34,900. 
First Come, First Served. 
Saturday, October 4, 2008. 
Southern Colorado ranch-
es. Excellent financing 
available. Call for your pri-
vate property tour. 1-866-
696-5263 x4574. (Cal-
SCAN) 
ARIZONA LAND BARGAIN 
36 Acres $24,900. 
Beautiful mountain property 
in Arizona's Wine Country. 
Price reduced in buyers 
market. Won't lastl Good 
access & views. Eureka 
Springs Ranch offered by 
AZLR. ADWR report & 
financing available. 1-877-
301 -5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
LAKEFRONT OPPORTU-
NITY. Nevada's 3rd Largest 
Lake. Approx. 2 hrs. South 
of Carson City. 1 ac 
Dockable $149,900. 1 ac 
• Lake Access $49,900. 
38,000 ac Walker Lake, 
very rare. Home sites on 
paved road with city water. 
Magnificent views, very lim-
ited supply. New to market. 
www.NVLR.com . Call 1· 
877-542-6628. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO, SACRI-
FICE! 140 acres was 
$149,900, Now Only 
$69,900. Amazing 6000 ft. 
elevation. Incredible moun-· 
tain views. Mature tree 
cover. Power & year round 
roads. Excellent financing. 
Priced for quick sale. Call 
NML&R, Inc. 1·888-204-
9760. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW TO MARKET. New 
Mexico Ranch Dispersal 
140 acres • $89,900. River 
Access. Northern New 
Mexico. Cool 6,000' eleva-
tion with stunning views. 
Great tree cover including 
Ponderosa, rolling grass-
land and rock outcroppings. 
Abundant wildlife, great 
hunting. EZ terms. Call 
NML&R, Inc. 1-866-360-
5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
PRICED TO SELL! Newty 
Released Colorado 
Mountain Ranch. 35 acres-
$39,900. Majestic lake & 
Mountain views, adjacent to 
national forest for camping 
or hiking, close to conven-
iences. EZ tenns. 1-866-
353-4807. (Cal-SCAN) 
MUSICAL , lf.fSiRtJ-
MENTS/ANNOUNCEMEN 
TS 
WE BUY ALL Musical 
Instruments, Guitars, 
Amplifiers and Records. If 
it's musical and you want to 
sell ij - then we're the Guys 
to Call. 760-987-5349. (Cal-
SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE AUCTIONS 
AUCTION • October 8th @ 
12 noon. Commercial 
Property suited for busi-
ness or residence in 
Pomona, California. Buyers 
Can S~t the Price! Visit 
www.AuctionCA.com Call 
661-325-6500. (Cal-SCAN) 
DON'T MISS THIS SALE! 
Over 420 foreclosed 
Southern CA homes selling 
by Auction October 7-12. 
Gel details at 
www.LAHouseAuction.com 
or call 866-509-4473. (Cal-
SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE WAMTED 
WE BUY HOUSES FASTI! 
Falling behind? Can't catch 
up? Receive an offer in 48 
hours, Guaranteed. 
www.AlbinoDino.com or call 
1-866-796-DINO (3466). 
(Cal-SCAN) 
SCHOOLSnNSTRUCTION 
GET CRANE TRAINED! 
Crane/Heavy Equipment 
Fictious 
Business 
Name 
·Statements 
Training. National 
Certification Prep. 
f!lacement Assistance. 
Financial Assistance. 
Southern California College 
of Construction. 
www.Heavy7.com Use 
Code "SCCNH' 1-888-211-
3768'. (Cal-SCAN) 
STATEMENT OF ABAN-
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
DISH1 SYSTEMS 
225 W. Big Springs Rd. 
Riven;ide, CA 92507 
Ayman Seal 
18554 Sequoia Ave. 
Bloomington. CA 92316 
Hovsep Zakarian 
1220 Sinaloa Ave. 
Pasadena, CA 91104 
This business is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed in Riverside 
County on 09/11/2007. 
t declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement ls 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
infonnation which he or she 
knows to· be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st. Ayman Seal 
This statement was filed 
with the County Clerk of 
Riverside County on 
09/04/08. 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk\ 
Depuly L.M. Sibley 
.FILE NO. R-20071264.1 
p. 9111, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2 
STATEMENT OF ABAN-
DONMENT OF USE OF 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
DISH 1 SYSTEMS 
225 w. Big Springs Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Ayman Seat 
18554 Sequoia Ave. 
Bloomington, CA 92316 
Hovsep Zakarian 
1220 Sinaloa Ave. 
Pasadena, CA 91104 
This business is conducted 
by a Genera~ Partrtership. 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above 
was filed in Riverside 
County on 08/19/2007. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
ecrime.) 
s/. Ayman Seat 
This statement was filed 
with the Counly Clerk of 
Riverside County on 
09/04/08. 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Deputy L.M. Sibley 
FILE NO. R-200711151 
p. 9111, 9/18, 9/25,,10/2 
The followi t person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
STERLING CABINET 
INSTALLATION 
7397 Frontera Ave. 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
San Bernardino County 
George Volliov 
7397 Frontera Ave. 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transacl business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. ' 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true 
infonnation which he or sh1, 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. George Volkov 
Th~ filing of this statement 
does not or itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business riame In 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq, b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
09/04/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
c:opy is a correct copyoflhe 
original statement on file, In 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date It was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use In 
this state of a Fictitious 
Busir')ess Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Romero 
FILE NO. 1-2008-02732 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
IT'S YOUR DAY 
9455 Orieans Lane 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside County 
Jacqueline Marie Banks 
9455 Orleans Lane 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Dwight Gerona Banks 
9455 Orleans Lane 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted 
by Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictrtious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare thal all lhe infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
infonnalion which he or she 
knows to.be false is guilly of 
a crime.) · 
sJ. Jacqueline Marie Banks 
and Dwight Gerona Banks 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itse~ authorize 
the use In this state of a fie-. 
titlous business name In 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
, .state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County or Riverside on 
08129/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five yean; from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
or the County perk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement . must be filed 
before that lime. The filing 
of this statement does . not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-11058 
p. -9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: / 
OUT TO LAUNCH 
12625 Frederick Street, 
Suite 1-5-448 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
•Rlven;ide County 
Natasha Yvette Burdine 
13148 Pepperbush Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Nina Simone Shabazz 
19517 Oakland Avenue 
Rialto, CA 92377 
This business is conducted 
by Co-Partners. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the info,. 
mation in thiS statement is 
true and correct. (A regis• 
!rant who declares as true, 
infonnation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Natasha Y. Burdine and 
Nina S. Shabazz 
The filing of this · statement 
does not· of rtself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside cin 
08/28/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: · This fictitious 
business name- statement 
expires five years from ,the 
date ii was filed in the Office 
of the Counly Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
l>efore that lime. The filing 
of this statement does not 
, itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio!ation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Coda). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N, Medina 
FILE ND. R-2008-10990 
p. 9111, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
TOP HAIR AND NAILS 
1690 W. Sixth SI., Ste. F 
Corona, CA 92879 
Riverside County · 
588 Hillsborough Way 
Corona, CA 92879 
Kevin Lloyd Jones 
588 Hillsborough Way 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business Is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Kevin Jones 
Ttle '1ilfng"bf this· kta!ement 
"does not W1tself aulhorfze 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business nam9' in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
· County of Riverside on 
08/28108. 
I hereby certify that • this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE, This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The .filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of . another 
. under federal , state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-10977 
p. 9/11, 9/18, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
HEADSTONE BOUTIQUE 
1299 Galleria at Tyler 
Space G207 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riverside County 
3631 Cijrus 
Highland, CA 92346 
Headstone Records LLC 
3631 Cijrus St. 
Highland, CA 92346 
This business Is conducted 
by Lill)ited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
niation ln this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Mark Martinez, 
President 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of' the rights of 
another under fe_deral, 
state, or common law (sec. 
, 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside bn 
09/03/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on flle In 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time, The filing 
of this statement does not 
itseW authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vio!atlon 
of the rights of another' 
unde~federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, Count~ 
Clerk , 
Clerk D. Anderson 
FILE NO. R-2008-11114 
p. 9/11, 9118, 9125, 10/2 
Page B-2 
The fo!lowing person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
MORGAN FAMILY CHILD• 
CARE 
79-041 Avenue 42 #A 
Bennuda Dunes, CA 92203 
Riverside County 
Deborah Elaine Morgan 
79-041 Avenue 42 AA 
Bennuda Dunes, CA 92203 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare · that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
lnfonnation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sJ. Deborah Elaine Morgan 
The filing of this statement 
does not or itseW authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titl6us business name In 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal , 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
09/05/08. 
I tiereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file In · 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date ii was filed in the'Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Bt.Jsiness Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk A. Clabaugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-11222 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The fo!lowing person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
PLATINUM PET - MOBILE 
GROOMING 
25859 Avenida Del Oro 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Riverside County 
P.O. Box 2384 
Temecula, CA 92593, 
Pets Elite Treatment 
. Services, Inc. 
25859 Avenlda Del Oro 
Temecula, CA 92590 
C2524733 
This buSiness is conducted 
by Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious buslrress Harne(s) 
listed above on 01/02/2006. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation In this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
Information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Sharon S. Graneau, 
President 
The filing of this statement 
does not bf itself authorize 
the use In this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County or Riverside on 
08/21/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy i~ a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County.Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
State"1ent must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
or the r ights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-10677 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
· The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
OASIS ESTATES 
15739 Camino Real 
Moreno Valley, CA 92585 
Riverside County 
Gregqry Severe Bums 
15739 Camino Real 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name( s) 
listed above on 3/12/2003. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Gregory Severe Bums 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal , 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
08112/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the Counly Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that lime. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business· Name in vfofatlon 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
. 
I 
s 
Larry W. Waro, County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008-10204 
p. 9/11, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following pen;on(s) is 
(are} doing business as; 
TARIS CONSTRUCTION 
17881 Canyonwood Dr. 
Riverside, CA ~2504 
Riverside County 
lshmal Stewart Bartley 
17881 Canyonwood Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true. 
infonnalion which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. lshmal S. Bartiey 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fie- . 
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County or Riverside on 
09/05108. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOT,ICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal , state or com-
mon ' law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-11255 
p. 9/11, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
IMMIGRATION SOLUTION 
13490 Magnolia Ave. 
Corona, CA 92879 
Riverside County 
Margaret Wales-Maiava 
340 W. Campus View Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
llstO<I above. 
I declare that all the info,. 
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
infonnation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Margar~I Wales-Maiava 
The filing of this statement 
does not or itsett authorize 
the use in this stale of a fic-
titious business name In 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
08/21/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy Is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
FiCtitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state o f. a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq ., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward; County 
Clerk 
Clerk C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R,2008-10653 
p, ,9/11, 9/18, 9125, 10/2 
The fo!lowing person(s) iS 
(are) doing business as: 
INNOVATIVE BILLING 
AND STAFFING SERVIC• 
ES 
3098 Shade Tree Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riverside County 
Anthony Raef Carmona 
3098 Shade Tree Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictijious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be f alse is guilty of 
a crime.) 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code).· 
Larry W. Ward, County 
Olerk, 
Clerk C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-11362 
p. 9111, 9/18, 9125, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
PREMIERE EDUCATION 
CONSULTANTS, LLC 
2344 Santa,Anita Rd. 
Norco, CA 92860 
Riverside County 
Premiere · Education 
Consultants, LLC 
2344 Santa Anita Rd. 
Norco, CA 92860 
CALIFORNIA 
·This business is conducted 
by Limited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 8/26108, 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement Is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) \ 
s/. Jeanmarie Hamilton 
Boone, Managing Partner 
(Member) 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal , 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
09/05/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This . fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that lime. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the r ights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W, Ward, County 
Clerk 
Clerk B. Gonzalez 
FILE NO. R-2008-11247 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is 
!are) doing business as: 
GOLD COAST PARTY 
SUPPLIE:5 
79~15 Parkway Esplanade 
North 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
RIQersitle County 
Julie Lynne Schofield 
79915 Parkway Esplanade 
North 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all th• infor-
mation in this statejllent is . 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, I 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/. Julie Lynne Schofield 
The filing of this statemenl 
does not of itsett authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another · under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
08/29/08. • 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy or the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the Counly Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that lime. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County / 
Clerk 
Clerk Y.R. Cruz 
. FILE NO. 1-2008-02679 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 10/2 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RELIABLE HVAC SERVICE 
9765 Cemino Del Coronado 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Riverside County 
Vitaliy Poyikhalo 
9765 Camino Del Coronado 
Moreno Valey, CA 92557 
This business is. conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced lo trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
09/04/08. 
I declare that all the infonnation in 
this statement is lrue and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
lrue, infomlation which he or she 
knows to be false i~ guilty of a 
.aime.) 
s/. Vilaliy Poyikhalo 
sJ. Jacqueline Marie Banks 
and Dwight Gerena Banks 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itsel( authorlze 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in 
violation of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 
1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County o f Riverside 'on 
09/09/08. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
, The filing or this statement does 
not of nself authorize the use in 
this state of a llctitious business 
name in violation o/ the rigits of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b 
&p code) 
NOTICE: · This fictitious 
btJsiness name statement 
expires fi~e yean; from the 
date it was filed In the Office 
or the County Clerk. 'A new 
Flditious Business Name 
'Statement must be filed 
before that lime. The filing 
of this statement does not 
Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in vioJation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, staie or com-
mon law (See Section 
I 
Statement lied with the County of 
Riverside on 09/04/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original stato-
ment on fie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement ~xpires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office o/ the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The fifing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in ½olation ol the rights of 
) 
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another under federal, state or 
comroon law (See Seeton 14411 , 
Et Seq., Bu~iness and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
Clerk L. Sibley 
· FILE NO. R-2008-11180 
p. 9/11, 9118, !l/25, 11Yl 
The following per.ion(s) is (am) 
doing business as: 
ROCCA KENNELS 
13350 Cavandish Ln. , 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Riverside Coonty 
DeAndrea Katrice Irving 
13350 Cavandish Ln. 
Momtlo Valley, CA 92553 
ThiS business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business 111der the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is lrue and aooect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
lrue, information which he or she 
knows lo be false is gully of a 
crime.) 
s/. DeAndrea Irving 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/04108. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictttious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was fded in 
the Office ol the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictttious Business Name 
Statement musl be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itsett authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in vidation of the rights of • 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 1441t, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W, Ward, County Clerk 
Clerl< L. Silley 
FILE NO. R-2008-11205 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 11Yl 
The following person(s) is (am) 
doing busi'less as; 
WENDY CLEANING SERVICE 
34910 MIiier Place 
BeaumonL CA 92223 
Riverside County 
I 
Sonia Cruz (NMN) 
34910 Miller Pfac,J 
BeaumonL CA 92223 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
09/01/2008. 
I declare that all the informatioo in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information wh<:h he ct she 
knows to be false Is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Sonia Cruz 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use i1 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in v'olation of the rghts of 
another under federal, state, or · 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09,00108. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date ij was filed in 
the Office of the Counly Oerk. A 
new Fictitious Business· Name 
Statement must be lied before 
that time. 
The fiing of this statement does 
nol itself authorize the use in this · 
stale of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violatioo of the rights of 
another under federal,' ~tale « 
common law(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County Clerk 
Clerk A. Ribac 
FILE NO. R-2008-11374 
p, 9118, !1125, 11Yl, 10/!I 
The following person(s) is.(are) 
doing business as: 
PACIFIC WESTERN' INSUR• 
ANCE SERVICES • 
51-230 Mystic Tyme Dr. 
lndk>, CA 92201 
Riverside County 
Cory Gene Lathem 
51-230 Mystic TymeAve. 
Indio, CA 92201 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
· transect business under the ficli-
Conll nued on Page B-4 
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• New County recruitments this week: Animal ·control Officer Trainee 
$12.40-$15.86/hr 
Assistant Director of Respiratory Care Services 
$27.12-$34.62/hr 
Forensic Autopsy Assistant & Trainee 
$2,884.27-$4,057. 73/mo 
Hospital Housekeeper Traineen 
$8.54-$14.37/hr 
Licensed Vocational Nurse II-Public Health 
$15.86-$20.23/hr 
Medical Records Coder I 
$20.23-$25.82/hr 
Probation Division Director 1/11 
$6,000.80-$8,465.60/mo 
Sheriff's Communications Dispatcher I 
. $32,177.60-$41,017.60/yr 
Social Service Practitioner-DCS 
$24.57-$31 .38/hr 
San Bernardino County HR 
157W. Fifth St 
San Bernardino 
(909)387-8304 
www.sbcounty.gov/hr 
EEO/ADA Compliant 
p. 10'2 
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
In accordance with the provisions of Sections 2608 through 2610, · Revenue 
and Taxation Code, State of California, notice is hereby given to the taxpay-
ers of the County of Riverside, State of California, ihat all real and personal 
property taxes for the 2008-2009 fisqal year will be payable on and subse-
quent to November 1, 2008'. 
The Treasurer-Tax Collector will be mailing out tax bills on 895,251 parcels 
totaling $3,029,931 ,547.18. Tax bills should be in the hands of the taxpayer 
after October 1, 2008 and not later than November 1, 2008, with the excep-
tion of those taxpayers whose current address is not on record ~ith the County 
Assessor's office. If you own property in Riverside County and do not receive 
a I~ bill, please contact the Tax Coljector's office immediately either by tele-
phone, letter, Internet web site, or in person. · 
Secured taxes are payable in two installments. The first installment of the 
2008-2009 secured tax bill is due November 1, 2008 and Is delinquent at 
5:00 p.m. OR December 10, 2008* and thereafter a 10% penalty will be 
added. The second installment is d'i1e February 1, 2009 and Is delinquent 
at 5:00 p.m. on April 1 0, 2009• and thereafter a 10% ·penalty plus $31 .00 
cost will be added. Both installments may·be paid when the first installment is 
due. The second installment cannot be paid separately until the first install-
ment is paid. 
Payments by check may be made in the office of the Treasurer-Tax Collector 
at the following locations: 
County Administrative Center 
4080 LemOIJ Street, 1st Floor 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Palm Springs Satelltte Office Temecula Satelite Office 
997 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way Ste A 40935 County Center Dr, Ste C 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 • Temecula, CA 92591 
Or mailed to: 
Treasurer-Tax Collector 
P.O, Box 12005 
Riverside, CA 92502-2205 
Normal office hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. ThB 
Treasurer-rax Collector's office is closed on weekends and legal holidays. · 
After November 1, 2008 taxpayers may make inquiries and payment by using 
one of the following: 
24/1 PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Otl( automated telephone and internet systems are available 24 hours a day 
17 days a week at: 
(951) 955-3900 
From 951 and 760 area codes only, 877-RIVCOTX (1-877-748-2689) 
WEBSITE 
www.riversidetaxinfo.com 
' 
WESTERN UNION 
1 ·800-325-6000 
Visit any Western Union Agent location and fill out the blue Quick CoHect 
Send Form to make a cash payment. Make sure to include the following in-
formation: 
Pay to: 
Code City: 
State: 
Riverside Cty Tax Current 
RIVCOTAX 
CA 
Account Number Field: Include qssessment number 
Under California law, it is the responsibility of each property owner to obtain 
9urrent year tax bills and to make the tax payment on or before December 
10 and April 10. Under State law, penalties cannot be excused due to 
failure to receive a bill. 
• II December 10th or April 10th falls on a Saturday, Sunday or a legal holi· 
day, a delinquency penalty will not be charged if payment in full is received 
by 5 PM or the close of business, which ever is later, on the next business 
day. 
Paul McDonnell 
Treasurer and Tax Collector 
10/02/08 & 10/03/08 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
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IKJus name(s) listed above. 
I dedare lhat all the inf0/11\ation In 
lhis statement is !rue and cooect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
!rue, infoonation Which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Cory Lathem 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ise~ authorize the use in 
this state of a fictnious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federa( state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement ffod with the County of 
Riverside on 09/oa/08. 
I hereby certify lhat this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yean, from lhe date i was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The fili'lg of this statement does 
not itself authorize lhe use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another unde, fede,ai , state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
Clerf< A. Jimenez 
FILE NO. 1-2008-02748 
p. 9118, 9/25, 10/2, 10'9 
AMENDED 
The folowin9 person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
KIDZNITE-OUT 
15422 Gemstone Court 
Morano Valley, CA 92551 
Rive<side County 
LeTanya Janette Edwads 
15422 Gemstone Court 
1 Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
• This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has nol yet begun lo 
, transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listsd above. 
I declare that all the information in 
' this statement is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, Wlformation which he or she 
knows lo be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
sl. LaTanya Janette Edwanls 
The filing of this statement does 
not of w~ authorize the use in 
this state of a fictiious business 
name ,n violaoon of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
: &p code) 
, Statement filed with the County of 
Riven,ide on 07/29/08. 
I hereby certify lhat this.copy is a 
cooect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed in 
. the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new fictitious Business Name 
• Stalement must be filed before 
that time. 
, The filing al this stalement does· 
not itseff aulholize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
anothe< under federa\ state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W, Ward, County Clerf< • 
Clerf< C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008--09612 
p. 811, 8114, 8121, 8128, 9(18, 
9125, 10/2, 10/9 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing busiless as: 
HERITAGE 
HERITAGE COMMUNITY 
3 t 130 S. General Kearney Road 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Riverside County 
Vedder Community 
Management, LLC, general part-
ner of Herttage Mobile Home 
• Estates, LTD 
28632 Roadside Dr., Ste. 220 
Agoura HiRs, CA 91301 
CA #198619200022 (LP.) 
This busiress is conducted by A 
Limtted Partnen,hip. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo 
transact bu~ness under the ficti. 
tioos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the infonnation "' 
this statement is true and COflect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
!rue, ilfoonation which he or she 
knows lo be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Vedder Community 
Management, LLC Its General 
Partner, Phillip J. Vedder, 
Managing Member, LLC 
#200227510046 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseff authorize lhe use in 
this state of a fictitlous business 
name in oolation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p c,ide) 
State,nent filed wilh the County of 
Riverside on 07/18108. 
I hereby cartify that this copy is a 
conect COflY of the original state-
ment on file WI my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed n 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictttious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itseff authorize the use i1 this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rig-its of 
another under federal, state or 
common llow (See Sec1ion 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W Wand, County Clerf< 
Clerf< Y.R. CI\JZ 
FILE NO. 1-2008-02244 
p. 817, 8114, 8121, 81289111, 
9118, i.-'25, 10/2, 100 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing busiless as: 
CAL-INVESTMENT 
39664 Avenida Miguel Oeste 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Riverside County 
Lance Neja Bellamy 
39664 Avenida Miguel Oeste 
Murrieta, CA 92663 
This business is conducted by 
lnclividual. 
Registrant has not )131 begun to 
transact business unde< lhe ficii-
tioos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the infonnation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, inf0/11\ation which he or she 
knows to I)!> false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Laney Bellamy 
The fiing of this statement does 
not of itse~ authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In -.iolation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Slalement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/09/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
conect oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yean, from the date II was fled il 
the Office of the County Clerlt A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itsett authaize the use i1 this 
state of a Fk:tilious Business 
Nanie in violation of the rights ol ' 
anolher under federal, slale or 
commontaw(See Sedion 14411, 
Et Seq , Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wanl, County Clerk 
Clerf<B. Hams 
FILE NO. R-2008-11419 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/l5, 10/2, 10/9 
The following P6fSO(l(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EL GALLO TRUCKING 
6406 Norwood Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Riverside County 
Jose Ventura De Anda 
6406N~Ave, 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is cond\Jcted by 
lndividJal. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business unde, the ficti-
tioos name(s) listed above. 
I decln that all the infoonation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, infonnalion which he or she 
knows to be, fa!se is guilty of a 
cnme.) 
s/. Jose V. De Anda 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictilKJus business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rive,side on 09/15/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct COf)Y of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yean, from the date n was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not ltsett authorize tile use il tllis 
state of a Fictttious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common law(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
Cler1<S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-11680 
p. 9111, 9118, 9/25, 1M, 10/9 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
APPLEWODD INTERNATION-
AL TRADE CO. 
30660 MIiky Way Dr. Apt. /166 
Temewla, CA 92592 
Riverside County 
Guangyu Gao (NMN) 
30660 Milky Way Dr. Apt. #66 
Temewla, CA 92592 
This business is conducted by 1 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busi1ess under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the information in 
this statement is !rue and carecL 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty r1 a 
cnme.) 
s/. Guangyu Gao 
The filing of this state<nent does 
not of ttsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in vk>lation ol the rights of 
anolher under federal, slate, or 
common law(sac. 1440el seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rlve<slde on 09/04/08, 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
correct copy of the origilal state-
ment on file ii my office. 
NOTICE: lt1is fictnious business 
. name statement expires five 
years from the date H was filed in 
lhe Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Ficti1ious Business Name 
Slatement must be filed before 
that · time. 
The fling of this slatement does 
not wlf authorize Iha use in lhis 
slate of a Fictttious Business 
Name in violation of the rights ol 
anolher unde, federal, state or 
common law(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Prolessions Code). 
Larry W. Waid, County Clerf< 
Clerf< G. Goold 
FILE NO. R-2008-11190 
p. 9111, Q/18, i.-'25, 10/2, 10/9 
The following pen,on(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
SIDECT 
1419 Clemson Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riven,ide County 
2995 Van Buren Blvd. A-13-111 
Riven,ide, CA 92503 
Faye Marie Ector 
1419 Clemson Way 
Riven,ide, CA 92507 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County ol 
Riverside on 09112/08. 
I hereby certify that lhis copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bus.ness 
name statement expires five 
yean, from the date II was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fic:ti1ious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
1he fling of this statement does 
not itsett authorize the use in this 
slate of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
anolher under federal, state or 
common taw (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wanl, County Clerf< 
Clerf< C. Correa 
FILE NO. R-2008-11635 
p. 9118, 9125, 10/2, 10'9 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
TESSIE'S BABY GEAR 
4424 Beechwood Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Riven,ide County 
Teresa Mar, Garibay 
4424 Beechwood Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant corrmenced to trans-
ad business under lhe fictfuJs 
business name(s) listed above on 
09/10/2008. 
I declare lha1 all the information in 
lhls statement is true and carecL 
(A registrant) who declares as 
!rue, information which he or she 
kno\Ys to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. teresa. M. Garibay, Tessie's 
Baby Gear 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself eulhorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious busness 
name in violation of the rights of 
anothe< under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed wilh the County of 
Riverside on 09/15/08. 
I hereby cer1Jfy that this copy Is a 
conect copy of the Ot{linal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: Th~ fictHlous business 
nallle statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
theOfficeoftheCountyClerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Slatement must be filed before 
that lime. 
The filing of this statement does 
not wtt authorize the use In this 
slate of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
anothe< under federal , state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wan!, County Clerf< 
Clerf< N. Lewis 
FILE NO. R-2008-11650 
p. 9118, 9125, 1M, W9 
, I The followilg person(s) is (ere) 
I doing bu!i,ness as: 
PALM REO SERVICES 
• 11045 VICtoria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riven,ide County 
Raul Oliver Jimenez 
11045 Victoria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expres five 
yean, from the dale It was filed in 
lhe Office of lhe County Clerf<. A 
new Ficti1ious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filng of lhis stateme(lt does 
not Ilse~ authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictllious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common taw (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri< 
Clerk N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-11648 
p. f1118, i.-'25, 10/2, 100 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SOUTHWEST CLEAN UP & 
HAUL-A-WAY SERVICES 
·36996 Ranch House St. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Riverside County 
Paula Reyes Gabbaid 
36996 Ranch House St. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I dedare lhat all the information in 
this statement is true and COll"ect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true. information which he or she 
knows to be false ,s guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Paola R. Gabbanl 
The ming c:J this statement does 
nof of itself authorize the use In 
this state ol a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sac. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p coda) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/08/08. 
I hereby certify lhat this oopy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name stStement expires five 
years from lhe date n was filed In 
the Office al the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not Itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictllious Business 
Name ii violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
lefTY W. Ward, County Clerk 
Clerf< N. Garrett 
FILE NO. R-2008-11294 
p, 9118, 9125, 1M, 100 
The folowing person(s) Is (are) • 
doing business as: 
LV CASTELLANOS CHECK 
CASHING 
4230 Central Ave 
Rive,side, CA 92506 
Riverside County 
Leonardo Vinlcio Castellanos 
4230 Central Ave. 
Riven,ide, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 10 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare lhat all the lnf0111\81ion WI 
state of a Ficti1ious Business 
Name i1 violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code), 
Larry W. Wan!, County Clerf< 
Clerf< S. Berry 
FILE NO, R:2008-11587 
p. i.-'25, 10/2, 100, 10lf5 
The folowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MORENO VALLEY YOUTH 
SOCCER LEAGUE 
1~16 Oak Dell S1 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-7840 
Riven,lde County 
Santlago Lua Lopez 
1~16 Oak Dell St 
Maeno Valley, CA 92553-7840 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fidl-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare lhat all the information in 
this statement is true and COfTect. 
(A registrant Who declares as 
true. lntonnation which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. SanUago Lua Lopez 
The filing of lhis state<nent does 
not ol nseW authorize the use in 
this state r1 e fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
anothel under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&pcode) 
Statement flled with the County of 
Riverside on 09117/08. 
I hereby ce<tify lhat lhis copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business, 
name statement expires five 
yeers from the date k was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed belore 
that time. 
The filing of this state<nent does 
not itself aulhorize the use In this 
state of a Flctillous Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another unde< federal, state or 
common taw (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Oerf< 
Clerf<N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-11791 
p. 9/l5, 10/2, 100, 10l15 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
IT'S All ABOUT YOU SPA 
3772 Artlngton Ave. #1 
Rivenide, CA 92508 
Riverside Co<,,ty 
Berna Crumer (Deen) 
1501 Deanne Lane 
Corona, CA 92881 
Shiley Ann Demie 
1501 Deanne Lane 
Corona, CA 92881 
This business is conducted by 
Co-partners. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo 
transact business unde< lhe ficti. 
tbus name(s) listed above. 
· 1 dedare that all lhe information in 
this statement Is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, Information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Berna D. CI\Jrner 
this statement Is !rue and C0mlCl The fling of this s1atement does 
This business is conducted by (A registrant who declares as not of itself authorize the use in 
lndvidual. true, information which he or she this state ol a fictitious business 
Registrant commenced lo trans- knows lo be false is guilty of a name WI violation of the rights of 
ad business unde< the fictitious crime.) another under federal, state, or 
business name(s) listed above.on s/. Leonardo Vlnido Castellanos common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
08/18/08. The filing of this statement does &p oode) 
I declare lhat all the inf0/11\ation in not of Ilse~ authorize the use In Statenier,t filed with the Co<,,ty of 
this statement Is true and cortect. this state of a flct!tious business Riverside on 09/12/08. 
(A registrant who declares as name in violation of lhe rights of I hereby cenify that this copy is a 
This business Is conducted by true, lnfoonation which he or she another unde! federal, state, or cooect copy of the original state-
Individual. knows to be false is guilty of a common law (sec. 1440 e.t. seq. b ment on file in my office. 
Registrant has not yet begun to crime.) &p code) NOTICE: This fictitious business 
uansact business under lhe ficti- s/. Raul Jimenez State<nenl filed with the County of name statement expires five 
tious name(s) listed above. The filing Of this statement does Rive<side on 09/11/08. years from the date H was fled in 
I declare that al the information WI not of lse~ authorize the use in I hereby certify that this copy is a the Office of the County Clerk. A 
lhis sta1ement is !rue and correct this state of a fictitious buSiness correct copy c:J the original state- new FieUtious Business Name 
(A regisuant who declares as name in violation of the rights of ment on fie in my office. Statement must be filed before 
true, information which he or she another under federal, state, or NOTICE: This fictitious business that time. 
knows to be false is guilty of a common law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b name statement expires five The filing of this statement does 
crime.) &p code) years from the date n was filed in not itself authorize the use i1 this 
s/. Faye M. Ector Statement filed with the County of the Office of the ColXlty Clerf<. A state of a Fictitious Business 
1 Larry W. Waid, County Clerk 
Clerf< D. Anderson 
FILE NO. R-2008-11634 
p. i.-'25, 10/2, 100, 10/15 
, The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SCHOOL CHEFS/ SARAI! 
PARK 
7025 Brookton Ave. 
Rive,side, CA 92506-2613 
River1ide County 
Sarah Sun Perl< 
2476 Cove!)try Cir. 
Fullerton, CA 92833 
This business is cooducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under lhe ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that an the information ., 
this statement Is true and cooect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, Wlformation whk:11 he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/, Sarah Sun Pa,k 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use WI 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another Lllder federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1o440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/04/08. 
I hereby ce<tity that this copy is a 
COflect COflY of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from Iha date It was filed in 
the Olrice of the County Clerk. A 
new Flct~ous Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this state<nent does 
not ltseff aulholize the use in this 
state c:J a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
anottter under federal, stats or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
Clerl<C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008-11213 
p. 9125, 1CY2, 100, 10/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
QUICK STOP HOT DOGS 
11382 Chaucer St 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Rivenide County 
ee ... Aug\Jsto Esoobar 
11382 Chaucer St 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant hes not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the inf0/11\alion i1 
this statement Is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information which he or she 
knows lo be false is guilty of e 
crime.) 
s/. Cesar Escobar 
The fling of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use i1 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in vlolelion of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&poodel 
Statement filed wrth the County r1 
Riverside on 09/12/08. 
I lfeleby certify lhat this copy is a 
COiiect copy of the origi'lal state-
ment on file inmyofflllt.-
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name "itatement expires five 
years from the dste It was filed WI 
the Oflico of the County Cle<k. A 
new Ficfilious Business Name 
State,nent must be filed before 
that time. 
The fling of tl'is statement does 
not Itself authorize the use In this 
state of a Fictitious BusW1ess 
Name in violation of the rights ol 
R/ven,ide County 
Maleika Rochelle Matthews 
2725 Springhii Circle 
Corona, CA 92882 
I 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business unde, the ficti-
tious name(s) isled above. 
I declare that aH the information In 
tf11s slatement Is true and COIT8ct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true. Information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
sl. Maleika Matthews 
The filing of this slatement does 
·not of itself authorize lhe use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b 
&p code) . 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 08/14/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct COf)Y of the original state-
ment on file i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires fiva 
years from the date H was f,led In 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new F'IClitlous Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The Ning of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use In this 
stata of a Fictitious Business 
, Name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
·common law(See Sedlon 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wanl, County Clerf< 
Clef1<N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-10372 
p. 9/l5, 1M, 10'9, 10l15 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
STREET CRED TRANSPORT 
1755 Blo\\n Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
P.O. Box 1436. 
Chino Hlls, CA 91709 
Riverside County 
Justice Cuts, Inc 
3024 ~ VWJW Dr. 
Chino Hlis, CA 91709 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation., 
Regstrant hes not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the information in 
this statement is true and COIT8ct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
!rue, information whlell he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Rosano Rios 
The fiing of tf1is statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in -
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
anolher under federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) · 
Statement filed wi1h the County ol 
Riverside on 09/18/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy Of the original state-
ment on file i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the dats It was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
,_ Actltloos Business Name 
Statomen1 must be filed before 
thet time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorizt the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stata or 
common law (See Section 14411 , 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Codo). 
Larry W. Wanl, Co<,,ty Clerf< 
Cieri< D. Anderson 
FILE NO. R-2008-11861 
p, 9/lS, 10/2, 1Q,ll, 10l15 
another under federal, stale or The followilg person(s) is (are) 
COfMlOO law (See Section 14411, doing business as: 
Et Seq., Business and ROYAL ORCHID THAI RESTAU-
Professions Code). RANT 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 9791 Magnolia Ave 
Clerf< A. Clabaugh Riverside, CA 92503 
FILE NO. R-2008-11642 Riverside County 
p. 11125, 1M, 1(//'J, 10/15 1 
The filing of this statement does Riverside on 09/15108. new Fictitious Business Name Name in violation of the right.\ of The following person(s) is (n) 
I Taweesak-NayangliaroetT 
11225 Streamfield Cl 
Riverside, CA 92505 not of itseff authorize the use in I hereby certify that lhis copy is a ' Statement must be filed before another under federal, state or doing business as: 
lhis stale of a fictHious business conect copy of the original state- thal time. common law(See Section 14411, DMNfTY 
name liviotalionoftherightsof mentonfilelnmyolfice. Thefilingofthisstatementdoes Et Seq., Business and 1013W6thSt This business is conducted by 
another under federal , state, or not itself authorize the use in this Prolessions Code). Corona, CA 92882 Individual. 
l;:::£mttk,y,ntttt==~===-=943=-1 -=1~===0ppommltles===94=3 l:....!l=Employwnt==°-"""""====943~1 ~1=~==~====943::...1 -=1~===~===943:::1 1~o,,n.llltl 943 I l.....,_o,,ortuolllot 943 I 1~ .... 9431 
P.IVERSIDE 
[X]~ 
D E PA R T M E N T 
STAN SNIFF, SHERIFF-CORONER 
NOW HIRING 
1-888-JOIN RSD 
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG 
Come Join The 
Riverside County 
Sheriff's 
Department 
The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently 
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following 
positions: 
Sheriff 911 commynjcatjons Officer I . 
Upon Hire - $800 36 Months - $3,200 
6 Months - $800 48 Months - $3,200 
12 Months - $1,600 60 Months ~ $3,200 
24 Months - $3,200 
correctjooal Cook 
Upon Hire - $500 
6 Months - $500 
12 Months - $1,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
S16,ooo Total 
36 Months - $2,000 
48 Months - $2,000 
60 Months - $2,000 
s10,000 Total 
correctjonal senior Food service Worker 
Upon Hire - $500 36 Months - $2,000 
6 Months - $500 48 Months - $2,000 
12 Months - $1,000 60 Months - $2,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s10,000 Tota( 
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only -
Paid Over Five Year Period. 
To apply and for more information on these positions 
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department, visit our website at www.ioinrsd.org 
/. 
I 
Thursday, October 2, 2008 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business unde< the fictl. 
tioos name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the information in 
this statement is true and COflect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, Information which he or she 
knows to be false Is guilty of a 
crime.) 
s/. Taweesak-NayangliaroetT 
The filing of tf11s statement does 
not of itself aulhorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights r1 
another under federal. state, or 
COIMlOO law (sec. 1440 el seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County r1 
Riverside on 09/10/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on fde i1 my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date n was filed in 
lhe Office of the CQunty Oerk. A 
new Fictltious Business Name 
Statement most be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not Itself authorize lhe use in lhis 
state of a Flctlllous Business 
Name In violation ol the rights of 
another under federal, slate or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business ' and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
Clerf<S. Berry 
FILE NO. R-2008-11495 
p. 9/l5, 10/2, 10'9, 10l15 
STATEMENT OF ABANDON-
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS 
BUSINESS NAME 
The following fictitious business 
name(s) has been abandooed by 
lhe following pe,son(s): 
CASTLE HOMES USA 
120 Via Santo Tomas 
Ranctlo Mirage, CA 92270 
Riverside County 
YairSherman 
120 Via Santo Tomas 
Rancho Mrage, CA 92270 
Yehezkol A Y.S. Gottlieb 
120 Via Santo Tomas 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
This business Is conducted by 
Co-partners. 
The fictitious business name(s) 
refe"ed lo above wa, filed in 
Riverside County on 09/15108. 
I declare that all lhe lnf0111\8tion 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect( A registrant who declares as 
true, Information l>tllell he or she 
knows to be false is gultty of a 
c.-me.) 
s/ ... Chris Le 
Lar,y W. Waid, Courty Clerf< 
Clerf<: Y. R. Cruz, Deputy 
FILE NO. 1-2007-03977 
p. 9125, 1CV2, 1M1, 10/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business es: 
CARING CARS, INC. 
KARINGKARS 
CARING CARS OF CALll'OR• 
NIA 
KARING KARS 4 KIDS 
AMERICAN CHARfTY CENTER 
23571 S!JMymead Ranch 110-
108 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Rive<side County 
Caring Cars. Inc. 
23571 Sunnymead Ranch 110-
108 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
CALIFORNIA 
This business Is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Regittrant has not yet begt.r1 to 
fransa!;t business under the fidi-
bous name(s) listed above. 
I declare tllat au the Information In 
this statement is true and carecL 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information whk:11 he or she 
knows lo be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
sl. Josepll Blanco, Director 
The filing of this statement does 
not c:J itself authorize the use In 
this stats of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
COfMlOO law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fled with lhe County of 
Riverside on 09/22/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original state-
ment on Ne In my ofllce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yean, from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of lhis statemen( does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another unde< fede<al, state or 
common taw (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
Clerk L. Sibley 
FILE NO. R-2008-12030 
p. 9/l5, 10/2. 100, 10/15 
The folklwing persoo(s) is (ara) 
doing business as: 
AMERICAN CAR SERVICES 
23571 Sunnymead Ranch 110-
108 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 . 
Riverside ColXlty 
Alba Marina Henao 
23752 Timber Bluff Ct 
Morano Valley, CA 92557 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information wliich he or she 
knows lo be false Is guilty of a 
alme.) 
s/. Alba Henao 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize lhe use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in ooiatioh of the rights of 
anothe< under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/22/08. 
I hereby certify lhat lhis copy Is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
ment on fie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Offiee of the Co<,,ty Clerf<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing or this statement does 
not itself authorize the use WI this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rig-its of 
anothe< under federa( state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2008-12029 
p. i.-'25, 1M, 100, 10/15 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ON THE MOVE A.D.C. INC. 
3351 Chicago Ave, 
Riverside, CA 92507 
R_iverside Co\lnty 
On the Move A.D.C., Ir<:. 
·, 
3351 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet beglJll to 
transact business under thelct,-
tious name(s) Nsted above. • 
I declare lhat eN the Wlfonnation In 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declare! as 
true, information which he Of, she 
knows lo be false is guilty <>f e 
crime.) · 
s/. Alfred King, President • 
The filng of this statement does 
nol of itseff authorize the use •in 
this state of a fictitious busl{\et' 
name i1 violation of the rights al 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440et. seq.-b 
&pcode) 
Statement tiled with the County of 
Riverside on 09116108. 
I hereby cer1Jfy lhat this copy Is a 
correct copy of the Ot{linal s\&t&-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expi'es five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office 61 the County Cle11t. A 
new FictHious Business Name 
Statement must be tied before 
thet tvne. 
The filing of this statement does 
not nseW authorize the use In this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Nane in violation of the righ\s of 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., • Business 'and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Wanl, County Clerf< 
Clerf< B. Reese 
FILE NO. R-2008-11749 
p. i.-'25, 10/2, 100, 10l15 
SUMMONS 
CASE NUMBER RIC 48n,2 
David Neal, Mrs. David Neal, 
Does 1-10 , 
You ara being sued by plaintiff: 
Deborah Gaw • 
You have 30 Calendar Days aftei 
lhls summons and legal papers 
are se,ved on you to fie a writtM1 
response at this court and ha,ve-a 
copy served on the plaintiff. A let-
ter or phone caU wil not prolej:I 
you. Your written response !ffllSI 
be In proper legal fQrm If you lV8n1 
the court to hear your cese. 
There may be a court form that 
you can use for your response. 
You can find these court lonns 
and mora lnfonnation at , tt,e 
Callfomla Courts Online Sett-
Help Center 
(www.courtJnfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), 
your CO\Wlty taw llbrar,, or tt,e 
courthouse nearest you. ff you 
cannot pay the filing fee, as~ the 
court Clerf< for a fee waiver form. 
If you do not fie your response pn 
time, you may IOse the case by 
default, and your wages, rrq,oy, 
and property may be taken willl-
out further warning from the 
court. 
There are other legal require-
ment.\. You may want lo cell an 
attorney right away. ~ you do r,ot 
- an attotney, you may want 
to call an attorney refemll ~ 
ioe. ff you cannot afford an attor-
ney, you may be eligible for~ 
legal services from a nonprofit 
legal services program. You can 
locate these nonprofit groups at 
the California legal Services Wrb 
s I t •• 
(www.courtlnfo.ca.gov/sel1help), 
or by contacting yooi locel cwt 
or county bar association. 
liene 30 Dias de Calendario 
despues de que le entreguen 
esta citacion y papeles legales 
para presenter una respuesta por 
esaito en esta oorte y N\CO< que 
se entregue una a,pia al den!dl-
dante. Una carta o una lamada 
telefonica no lo protegen: Su 
respuesta por escri1o tiene que 
estar en formato legal comK:ID°" 
desea que procesen su caso en 
la oorte. Es possible que haya un 
formuarto que usted pueda usar 
para su respuesta. Puede encon-
trar estos formutarios de la oorte 
y mas informaclon en ol Cenlro 
de Ayuda de las Cortes de 
C a I i f o r n l ·a 
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp/e 
spanol/), en la bl>lioleca de leyes 
de SU condado O en la corte.qu,i 
le quede mas cerca. Si no pu8(je 
pagar la aJOta de presentacloo, 
pida al seaetario de la corte que . 
le de un formulario de exeru:ion 
de page de cuofas. SI no presen-
ts su respuesta e tiempo. poede 
perd..- el caso por lncunl)limlen-
to y la corte le poaa qunar su 
sueldo, dinero y bienes sin mis 
aadvertencia. 
Hay otros requls~os legales. Es 
recommendable que llame a .., 
abogado inmediatamente. Si no 
conoce a un abogado, puede Ila-
mar a un serviclo de remission e 
abogados. Si no puede pagar a 
un abogado, es possible ,que 
cumpla con las requlsltos para 
obtener servfciOS legales gratu-
ltos-de un programa de servfciOS 
legales sin fines de I\Jc:ro. Puede 
enrontrar estos grupos sin mes 
de luc:ro en el sttio web de 
Callfomia legal Services, 
(www.lawhelpcal~ornia.org), en 
ol Centro de Ayt.da de las C6rtas 
de California, 
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfholp)e 
spanot/) o poniendose en ~ 
to con ta corte o ol colegi6 de 
abogados locales. 
The name and address of tile 
court is: Superior Court of 
Callonnia, County of Rivenide, 
41002 County Center Ddve, 
#100, Temeoula, CA 92591 
The name, addresi, and tele-
phone number of plaintiff's attor-
ney, or piaintif without an attor-
ney, is: Matt Lees, Attornoy a1 
Law, SBN 49589, 5663 Batboa 
Avenue, #455, Sen Diego, CA 
92111, (619) 200-5050 • 
Date: Dec, 12, 2007 
Oerf<, by A. Lopez, Deputy 
p. i.-'25, 1(}'2, 1M1, 10/15 
The folfowlng person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CLIFF'S AIRBRUSHING 
22500 Town Cir St #2199 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Riverside County 
Clifford James Morris 
16256 Greenfield St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant hae not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious neme(s) isled above. 
1 declare that an the i'lf0111\8tion in 
this statement Is !rue and correct. 
(A registrant who declare& as 
true. information which he or she 
knows to be false is gpity of a 
crime.) . • 
s/. Clifronl J. Morris 
The filing of this slatement does 
not of ns~ authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious buslnels 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stats, 01 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq, b 
&p code) 
Statement filed wi1h the County of 
RIVBrside on 09/25/08. 
I hereby ce<tify that this copy is a 
conect copy of the original statlt-
ment on file n my office. ' 
NOTICE: This fictitious buslne5s 
name statement expires ~ 
yean, from the date It was fiedln 
the Office of the County Clerf<. -A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
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that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fietitious Business 
Name in violation of the riglu of 
anolher under federal, state °' 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
P!bfessions Code). 
Lany W. Wald, Colll1y Cieri< 
Cletk A. Rl>ac 
FILE NO. R-2008-11660 
p. 1Cl'2, 100, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
The following pe,son(s) ~ (are) 
doing business as: 
GRANT AND SAVATOVIC CON-
SULTIIIG 
6313 Grand Valley Trail 
Rivfflide, CA 92509 
Ri),en;ide County 
Micllaei Grant West 
6313 Grand Valley Trail 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Reglsvant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
hledate that all the information In 
llifs statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information which he 01' she 
knows to be false Is guiHy of a 
aime.) 
s/. Michael Grant We,;, 
The fling of this ltatamem does, 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, °' 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement nled with the County of 
Rivfflide on 09115/08. 
I heleby certfy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
mem on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yeais from the dale ij was filed in 
the Office of the County Cletk. A 
new Fietltious Business Name 
51atement must be filed before 
that time. 
The fling of this statemem does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state 01' 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Clertc 
Cleft< C. Leyva 
FILE'NO. R-2008-11697 
p. 1Cl'2, tel9, 10/16, /(l,'23 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doirlQ llusiness as: 
ALESSANDRO CAR CARE 
23615Alessandro Blvd. #Band C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Riverside County 
Aleslandro Cefwash, Inc. 
17328 Ventura Blvd. #192 
Encino, CA 91316 
CALIFORNIA 
• This' business is conducied by 
CorJ)oration. 
Registrant corrmenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
busr\ess name(s) listed above on 
.0812$/08. . 
f dedal8 that al the information in 
!his -l Is true and coned. 
(A 19gis1rant who declares as 
true, Information which· he 0( she 
knOws to be false is QIJiHy of a 
cm,e,) . 
s/. Freydoon Esmaii President 
The filing of !his statement does 
~olitselfau1haizetheusein 
lhis state of a fic1ltious business 
nari in violation ol the rights of 
another under federal. state, 01 
oomrroo law(sec. 144081. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of . 
RiVerslde on 09108/08. 
I hereby certify thet this copy is a 
coned copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busness 
name statement • expires five 
yea,,; fro,n the dale ~ was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business. Name 
Statement must be filed bef01e 
that lime. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itsett authorize the use ,n this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under "federal, stale or 
common law (See Section 14411; 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany w. Ward, County Cler1< 
Cletk C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008-11296 
p. 1Cl'2, 10/Q, 10/16, tll'23 
The following person{s) is (a1&) 
doing business as: 
ISABEL'S BLUE PIG 
74220 Hwy 111 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Riverside County 
Isabel del Carmen Willhoite 
46105 Bunoweed Ln, 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Wincar Lee Willho~e 
46105 Burroweed Ln. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
This business is conducted by 
Husband & Wife. 
Registrant commenced to \rans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
09/10196. 
I declare that al the information in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registranl who declares as 
true, info<mation which he o, she 
knows to be false is guiHy of a 
crime.) 
s/. Wincar Lee Willhoite 
The filing of this statement does 
not of i1sett authorize 111e use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, o, 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Sta1ement fifed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/22/08. 
I heleby ce~fy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
mem on fife il my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date ~ was filed in • 
the Offioe of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authoriZe the use in this 
state of a Fict~ious Business 
Name in violation ri the rights of 
another under federal, state o, 
common law(See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
Cletk Y.R. Cruz 
FILE NO. i-2008--02901 
p. 1M, 100, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
The following pe,son(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALESSANDRO CARWASH 
23615Afessandro Blvd. #A 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Riverside County 
Alessandro Cerwash, Inc. 
17328 Ventura Blvd. #192 
Encino, CA 91316 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. , 
Registrant commenced to trans•· 
act buslness under the fictitious 
business name(s/lisled above on 
08/29/08. 
I decla1& that all the infonnation in 
this statement Is 111/e and correct 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, ilfonnation which he o, she 
knows 10 be false is g.,iHy of a 
c,ime.) 
sl. Freydoon Esmaili, President 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itsett authorize the use in 
this sla1e of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the nghts of 
another under federal, state, or 
co,nmon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/08108. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
CC>ffE!C! copy of the origilal stale-
. ment on file in my office. . 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
yean; from the date ij was filed in 
the Office of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that lime. 
The filing of this slatement does 
not itseff authori:zs the use in this 
stale of a Fictitious Business 
Name in v~ation of the righ1s of 
another under federal, stale or 
co,nmon law(See Section 14411. 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). •' 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
cIer1< C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008-11297 
p, 1Cl'2, 1(1'9, 10/16, 10/23 
The followfng persoo(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
YJJ COMMERCIAL CLEANING 
11607 Granmere Cl. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Riverside County 
Lourdes Manriquez (NMN) 
11607 Granmere Cl. 
Riverside. CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
lndwidual. 
Registran1 has not yet begun lo 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the inf01TT1ation in 
this statement is !rue and correct 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information which he 01 she 
knows to be false is guihy of a 
crime.) 
sl. Lourdes Manriquez 
The fling of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this slate of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the righ1s of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement fifed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/24/08. • 
I hereby certify tha1 this copy is a 
oo,ract oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my offloe. 
NOTICE, This fictitk>us busiQess 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the ()lfioe of the County Oerk. A 
new Fictttious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
lhal time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itseff authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the righ1s of 
another under federal, stale or 
co,nmon law(See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
Cler1< 0. Andersoo 
FILE NO. R-2008-12107 
p. 1Cl'2, 10/9, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing busln-56 as: 
NfECOLffiES 
15987 Washington SI. 
RiVerside, CA 92504 
Riverside County 
Niecole Irene Zambrano 
15987 Washington SI. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is con.ducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tk>us name(s) listed at\<Jve. 
I declare that all !he info,mation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true. information which he 01 she 
knows lo be false is guihy of a 
crime.) 
sl. Niecofe Zambrano 
The filing of this statemen1 does 
not of itseff authorize the use in 
this s1ale of a fictitious business 
name in violation 9f the rights of 
another under federal, stale, o, 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. 1> 
&p code) 
Statemenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09118108. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correcl copy of the orig,nal slate• 
ment on fde in my office. · · 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name slatement expires five 
years from the dale it was filed,in 
. the Office of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitioos Business Name 
Statement must be filed' before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
t,lame in v~ation of the rights of 
another under federal, stale or 
oo,nmon law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. W/Sd, County Cler1< 
Clerk B. Harris 
FILE NO. R-2008-11894 
p, 1Cl'2, 1G'9, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
The following persoo(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
FAGGIOLY CLEANING 
5215 Holsten Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside County 
Johnny Axel Faggloly 
5215 Hols1ein Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) !isled above. 
I declare that all the infom.ruon in 
this statement is true and correct 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, i1fo1111ation which he 01 she 
knows lo be false is guihy of a 
crime.) 
sl. Johnny A Faggklly 
The filing of t111s statement does 
not of itself authonze the use in 
this state of a f~tltlous business 
name in violatKlll of the nghts of 
another under federal, stale, or 
oo,nmon law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statemenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/23/08. 
I herelly cerufy thal this copy is a 
correct copy of tile original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busness 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time 
The filing of this statement does 
not itsett authorize the use in this 
stale of a Fictttious Business 
Name in violatioft 01 the rigll1s ol 
,IJPlllqr, U!J<te( federal, state .Jlf 
oonvnon law (See SectJon 14411, 
· El Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry w. Ward, County Clerf< 
Clerk L. SIU ', 
FILE NO. R-2008-12084 
p. 1.0/'l, 10l9, t/Y16, tll'23 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
J & N G~QBAL IMPORT & 
EXPORT 
28380 Eagle St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Riverside County 
Jus1in Swea1 Asiery 
28380 Eagle Str~ 
Moreno Vljlley, CA 92555 
Nnamdi Frank lroham 
28360 Eagle Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This busiless is conducted by 
Co-Panners.· 
Registrant has not yet begun 1o 
transact business under the ficti-
lious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the info<mation in 
this statement is true aod correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, informa1ion which he o, sf]e 
knows to be false is gully of a, 
crime.) 
s/. Juslil S. Asieiy 
The filing of this statement does 
nol ri ilsett authoriZe the use in 
this stale of a fictitious bu~iness 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09/08108. • 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date rt was filed in 
the Office of the Col/nty Clerk. A 
new Fictrtious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious BusineSs 
Name in Violation of the right1 of 
another under federal, state 01 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler'< 
Clerk A. Clabaugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-11339 
p. 10/2, 10/9, t/Y/6, 1Cl'23 
The foliowing person(s) is (are) ' 
doing business as: 
D.G SERVICES 
6795 Ave de Palma 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside County 
Jorge David Gonzalez 
6795 Ave de Palma 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficts 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the inknnation in. 
this statemenf is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, informetion which he o, she 
knows lo be false is gully of a 
crime.) 
s/. David Gonzalez 
The filing of this statement does 
not ri itsett autrorize the use in 
this stale of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the nghls of 
another under federal, stale, o, 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the Cotlnty of 
Rlvernide on 09/26/08. 
I hereby certif)'. lhal this copy is a 
co~ect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. crme.) 
NOTICE: This fictrtious business sl. Siyavoush Soleimani, CEO 
name statement expires five The filing of this statement does 
years ~om tho dale I was filed in not of i1seff authorize the use jn 
the Office ri the County Cler1<. A this state of a fictitious business 
new Fictitious Busi1ess Name ' · name in violatiorr of the righls of 
Statement must be filed before another under federal, state, o, 
lhal . time. commbn law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
The filing of this.statement does &p code) . 
not itself authorize the use in this Statement filed with the County of 
state of a Fictrtious Business Riverside on 09122/08. · 
Name in violation of the rights df r her),by certify that lhis copy is a 
another under federal, state 01 . correct copy of the original state-
common law (See Section 14411, ment on file in my office. 
Et Seq., Business and NOTICE, This fictitious business 
Professions Code). name statement expires five 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< years from the dale ~ was filed ill 
C~r1< S. Berry the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
FILE NO. R-2008-12275 new Fictitious B4siness Name 
p. 1M, 10l9, 1/Y16, 10/23 Sl'atemen1 must. be filed before 
that time. 
The following person(s) is (are) The filing of this statement does 
doing business as: not itself authorize the use in.this 
,DIVERSIFIED PARALEGAL state of a Fictitious Business 
SERVICES Name in violation of the rights of 
1226 Heacock St. arr:>ther under federal, stale or 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 oo,nmon law (See Section 14411, 
Riverside County Et Seq., Business and 
Rodney Spigner Maurice 
15305 Cab<fHo Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the inf01TT1alion in 
!his statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information ll!!ich he o, she 
knOII~ to be false Is guihy of a 
c,ime.) . 
s/. Rodney Spigner 
The filing ol this statemenl does 
not of ttself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violalion of the rights of 
another under federal, stale, 01' 
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
RiveJSide on 09/17/08. 
I hereby cerufy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original stale-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation. of the rights of 
another under federal, ·state o, 
common law (See Section 14411·, 
Et · Seq.. Business and 
Professions Code~ 
Larry w. Ward, County Cler1< 
Clerf< N. Medina 
FILE NO. R-2008-11799 
p. tll'2, tOl9, 1/Y16, 1Cl'23 
The following person(s) is (are) 
d9lng business as: 
fHDP #760 
24318 Hemlock Ave. #l 
Mo,eno Valley, .CA 92557 
Riverside County 
7006 Sunset Blvd. 
Halywood, CA 90028 
Moreno 760 Inc. 
7006 Sunset Blvd. 
Halywood, CA 90028 
CALIFORNIA 
ThlS busiless IS conducted by 
. Corporation. 
ReglStranl has not yel beQIJn lo 
transact business under the fictl. 
tious name(s) tisled above. 
I declare that all the information in 
this stalement is true and co,r,ect. 
(A registrant who declares aa 
true, Information whlol> he er she 
knows to be false Is guilty ol a 
Professions Cdde). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerl< 
Cler1< A Clabaugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-12001 
p. 11l'2. 1MI, 10/16, 10/23 
The following persoo(s) is (are) 
dcing business as: 
J. D'SfGN INTERIORS 
9726 Ripplecreek Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Riverside County 
Joan Oma Spinelli 
9726 Rlppfecreek Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557, 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant cxmmenced 10 trans-
act b\Jsiness under the fictitious · 
business name(s) listed above on 
. 0212412004. 
I declare that all the inf01TT1ation in 
this statement is true and conect. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, information which he o, she 
knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) · 
S/. Joan Oma Spinelli 
The filing ol this statement does 
not of itsett authoriZe the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name il violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stale, o,. 
common law (sec.' 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09110/08. 
I hereby ceilify that lhis copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business . 
name statement expires fi\113 
years from the date ~ was filed in 
the Office ol the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed bef01e 
that time. 
The fifing of this statement does 
not itsett authorize the use in this 
state .of a Fictitious· Business 
Name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state o, 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq.. Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County aer1< 
Cler1< A. Clabaugh 
FILE NO. R-2008-11436 
p. 1M, 10l9, 10/16, 10/23 
The following person(s) is (are) 
dcing business as: 
SPARKLE HOME SERVICES 
68165 Vista Chino 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
Riverside County 
Niv-Benshalom 
681!i5 Vista Chino 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
This business is· conducted-by 
Individual. 
Registrant oo,nmenced· to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
/business name(s) lis1ed above 9'1 
' 08/07/2003. 
I declare that all the ilfonnation in 
The following person[s) Is (are) . 
doing business as: 
DK EVENTS 
16087 Palomino 
Moreno Valley. CA 92551 
Rive~ide County 
this statemenl is true and correct. Dennis Scott Kidd 
(A registran1 who declares as 16087 Palomino l n. 
true, info<mation which he 01 she . t-.lor!Jno Valle,/, CA 92551 
knows to be false is guiHy of a : 
crime.) . 
s/. Niv,Benshalo,n 
The fifing of this statement does 
not of ttseff authorize the use in 
· this state of a fictitious business 
neme in v~ation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
oo,nmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) · ' 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09110/08. · 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on me in my office. 
NOTICE: This ficttti4os business 
name statement expires five 
years ~°'" the dale it was filed in 
the Office of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement mus1 be filed before, 
that time. 
The filing of !his statemeni does 
not itsett authorize the use in this 
s1a1e of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the righis of· 
another under federal, state 01 
common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Buswiess and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
Cler1< A. CLABAUGH 
FILE NO. R-2008-11460 
p. 10/2, 10l9, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
The followilg persoo(s) is (are) 
doing buslness as: 
J.J. JAY ENTERPRISES 
10955 Cochran Ave. 
Riveiside, CA 92505 
Riveraide County 
Jateshwar-Singh 
17730 Altxrtis Ave. 18 
Mesia, CA 90701 
This business is conducted by 
lndlvlduat.-
Registrant oo,nmenced lo trans-
act business under the ficlitious 
business name(s) lis1ed above on 
05102/2003. 
I dectara that all the ilfonnation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, info,mation which he 0( she 
knows to be false is guiHy of a 
crime.) 
S/. Jateshwar-Singh 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictfous business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1«0 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rivers& on 09/10/08. 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
menl on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five . 
years from the dale ij was filed in 
the Offioe of the County Cler1<. A 
new Fietttious Business ·Name 
Statement must be lied before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itself authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name In viola1ion of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
oo,nmonlaw(SeeSection 14411, 
Et Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clei1< 
Clerf< A. Clabaugh 
EfLE..NO. R-2008-11448 
p. 10/2, 10l9, 10/16, 1/Y23 
This business is conducted by · 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under tile ficti-
tious name(s) l1Sled above. 
I declare that all the info<mation in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A regis1ranl who declares as 
true, infoonalion which he or she 
knows to be false is guiHy of a 
crime.) 
s/. Dennis Scott Kidd 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the .use in 
this state of a fiditious' business 
name in vkllation of tile rights of 
another under federal, slate, or 
. oo,nmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riveraide on 09125/08. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of.the original state-
ment on file in my offiCE!, · 
NOTICE: This fict~ious business 
nanie statemenl expires five 
years from the date tt was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerfc. A 
neW Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be fifed before 
that time. 
The filing of this statement does 
not itsetf authorize the use in this 
stale of a Fict~ous Business 
•Name in vkllation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
El Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
Lany W. Ward, County Cler1< 
· aer1< C. Leyva 
FILE NO. R-2008-12167 
p. tM, 100, 1/Yf6, 1Cl'23 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
CARMICHAEL WEST REALTY 
6313 Grand Valley Trail 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside County 
P.O. Box 3188 
Riverside, CA 92519 
Danell Uncoil West 
6313 ·Grand Vafley Trail 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
busiless name(s) listed above ori 
08-1989. 
I declare that all the info1111allon in 
this statement is true and correct. 
(A registrant who declares as 
true, inf01TT1alion wl'icli he Of she 
. knows to be false is guilty of a 
crime.) 
S/. Darrell L. West 
The filing of this slalemenl does 
not of itself authorize the' use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
anolher under federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1·440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 09(25/08. 
I he1&by certify that this <epy is a 
correct copy of the original state• 
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name 'Statement expires five 
years from tlle dale ~ was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerfc. A' 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. 
The fling of th s statement does 
not ~sett author1ze !he use in this 
state of a Fictitious Business 
Name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411, 
Et Seq,. Business and 
Professions Code). 
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk 
aer1< 
FILE NO. R-2008-12169 
.P- 10/'l, 10l9, 10/16, 1Cl'23 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER I ESTATE OF 
HENRY DAVID VASQUE2 
case Nurrber RIP 094157 
.To all heirs, bereficiaries, c,ede 
tors, contingent credttors, and 
persons who may otherwise be 
inter .. led in the will o, estate, or 
both, of: HENRY DAVID 
VASQUE2. A Petition 101 Probate 
has been filed by: ERNEST 
VASQUE2AND.DAVIO JOSEPH 
VASQUEZ in the Supen01 Court 
of California, County ot RIVER-
SIDE. The Petition for Probate 
reques1s that ERNEST 
VASQUEZ AND DAVID JOSEPH 
VASQUEZ be appointed as per-
sonal representative to adminis-
ter the eslale of the decedent. 
The petition requests the dece-
dent's will and codicils, if any, be 
admitted to probate. The will and 
any codicils are ava ilable for 
examination in the file kept by the 
court. The pelltlo'n requires 
authority to administer the estate 
unde, tile Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(Ihis authorily wil allow the per-
sonal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking cer-
tain very important actions, how-
ever, the persooal representative 
will be required to give notice to 
interested persoos unless· they 
have waived nolioe_o, consented 
to the proposed action.) The 
independent admlnistratioo 
authority wm be granted unless 
an interested person files an 
objection to the petttion and 
shows good cause why the court 
should not grant the au1hority. A 
hearing ,on the petition win be 
held in this court as follows: Dale: • 
10/21 /08 Time: 9:00 Dept.: 10, 
4050 Main Street, Riverside, CA 
·92501, if you object 1o the grante 
n9 of the petition, you should 
appear at the heanng and state 
your objections 01' file written 
ObjectKlnS with the court before 
. the heanng. Your appearance 
may be in person or by your attor-
ney. If you are a c,editoror a con-
tingent c,edilOI' of ·the deceden1, 
you must file yw claim w~ the 
. court and mail a copy to the per-
sonal representative appoilted 
· by the court within four months 
from the dale of fiist issuance of 
letters as provided in Probate 
Code section 9100. The time f01 
filing claims will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
data noticed above. You may 
examine the fife kepi by the court. 
If you are a person interested in 
the estate, you may file with the 
court a Request for Special 
Notice (form OE-154) of the filing 
of an inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets 01 of any petition or 
account as provided in Probate 
Code section 1250.A Request f01 
Special Notice fonn is avai-,ble 
from the court cler1<. Attorney f01 
petilione,; ERNEST VASQUEZ 
AND DAVID JOSEPH 
VASQUEZ, 2439 Olympic View 
Dr., Chino Hills, CA 91709, (909) 
465-3280, in pro per. 
p. 9/25, 1Cl'2, tel9, 10/16 
GET NOTICED by adverti I sing your 
job announcements and legal notices 
in our re-designed classified section 
C:ontact Our Advertising Department 
951682.6070 
cl_assifieds 
blackvo1cenews.com· 
The Black Voice News 
951.682.6070 
100 
200 
300 
350 
445 
anise. 
Announcements 
Home & Business Services 
Pets & Animals 
Merchandise 
Business & Financial 
Deadlines 
·jo,bs 
400 Schools & Education 
437 Jobs Wanted 
443 Employment Opportunities 
500 
550 
575 
600 
625 
650 
6 75 
For Insertions, changes and cancellations: 
HOW TO REACH US: 
951.682.6070 
TUESDAY 3:00 P.M. 
C ommercial R eal Estate 
Apartments For Rent 
Condos & Townhomes For Rent 
Houses For Rent 
Real Estate For Sale 
Condos & Towni1omes For Sale 
Houses For Sale 
autos 
Recreation 
Transporta tion 
To mall or ~ace your ad in person: . 
4290 Brockton Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Lobby Hours: · . 
MON - F RI 9 :00 a .m. - 5:00 p .m . 
• 
• 
• 
-------------------------------------------------------------1 . J l • 
( 
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Cross Word Christian Church To Host Candidate Forum 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
Cross Word Christian 
Church will be the host to a 
Candidates Forum for the 
Moreno Valley City Council 
race. · The church is located 
east of March Reserve Air 
Base at 14950 Riverside 
Drive (comer of Riverside & 
Meyer Drive , Riverside 
92518). 
The forum's panelists will 
consist of representation from 
the Press Enterprise, The 
Black Voice News and La 
Prensa. Each of these pan-
elists will question the attend-
ing qualified candidates from 
the 1st and 3rd Districts. 
· "As Christians, and true 
stewards, it is important that 
we elect .leaders that have the 
best interest of our communi-
Pastor Lacy and First Lady Karen Sykes, Jr. 
·' 
ty. The only effective way to 
elect such leaders is to be able 
to hear the candidate's plans", 
stated SeI)ior Pastor and 
Forum Moderator, Lacy 
Sykes, Jr. "This is an exten-
church 
WEEKlY SERVICE 
WIim~~'%= 
I 24630  Blvd. Marmo Yllley. CA 92SSl 
Time: 7~ p.m. 
(Sund:,, Sffii<es ,ia1 
Scp!tmbo-1◄, 2003) 
~or M3rcus R.iflln M.A., MA, LMFT (MFT 45224) 
and PaltOr LITtm Rullln. MO . 
P.O. lb. mtl. Mormo valley. CA 9ml-79Sll 
Office: 951,602.766& • loll Free: 1.833.6-fl.ma • I': : 951.602.7663 
WWW.lfT-GOO,ORG 
Tbe Cburcb HELL Did0't WaQt To See HappeQ! 
11~7 .. ol 
'[)~~ -
Sunday School 10am 
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm 
Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
6S~-86n Office • ~S~-86~ Pastor 
6i~.S.SOFAI 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(9()9) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Y.P.W.W. 6:00PM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
(951) 
684-6480 
ELDER IXJN & IRENE SILER 
INTERIM PASTOR . 
Sunday School .. , ... : . . .. . .. . .. . . ....... .. .•... .. 9:30 am 
Sunday Worship ....... . . . . ... . . ...... .. .. , . . ... . 11:00 am 
Wednesday Mid-Week Service . . . . . . . . . . .. ......... 7:30 pm 
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) ....... , .. . . .. .. ... .. . , .8:00 am 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
THE CHURCH l'/flERE EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY AND JESUS Cf/RIST IS AU 
Lialitliouse . 
Christian Pe{{owsh!P 
The Teaching Ministry of 
Pastor Reggie and Esth~r Thomas 
"Restoring the Family and Rebuilding Relationships" . 
Sunday Worship 1 OAM 
Phone: 909 889-8091 
. websilf www.lighthouseusa.org 
Rialto Senior Center 
1411 S. Riverside Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
BETHEL AME CHURCH 
24470 Sophie Street 
Perris, CA 
: 951-657-5705 
Sunday Church School 9:00 AM 
Sunday Worship Service 1 0 :30 AM 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 PM 
Thursday Bible Study 10:00 AM Rev. A. Charles 
Langston 
Temple 1Uissio11m:r Baptist Church 
1583 W. Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
IJ// /1/ /1 /! I \ / II\ I I I \ 
Sunday %rsltip S<rvi<es 7:30, 9:30 & 11:30 A.M. 
C,,mmunioo Ftnt Sunday after each scrvia, 
Sunday School 8:A.M., 9:4l A.M. and 11 :00 A.M. 
Baptism 2n1 & 4th Sunday 9'30 A.M. 
3nl & lib Sunday II :JO A.M. 
New Member Orientation Wednesday Night 6:00P.M. 
Mid.Week \fo,ship Service Wedncodiy Night 7:00P.M. 
Right Hand of Fellowship Wednesday Nighl 7:00P.M. 
• Apostk Curles & Pnp~etas Ren& WDlls ,_ 
Wo13hip Service SNnd,y 9:3011.m. -12 noon 
Central Puk (Cr11ftm Den) 
11100 BIIStlint Rt 
R1111clto Cuca111ong11, CA 
(NW Corner of M&n 11nd Bast/int) 
Bible Study 
Wednt!doy 5:15 JUL - 6:JQ J1JIL 
Cmtrol Ptri (o.,trn I).,) 
""9) 481-3836 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
· (909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
email@imanitemple.net 
Ser.vice Schedule 
Sunday 
Sunday Maning • Throne Room Service 
IPG ltNVti Power Generation (Yovlh ctiun:h) . 
Vision Coneepts New Members Class . • 
Failh and Baptism New Comn,,,nily Class . 
Sunday Community Wmhlp Celeb'1!lion . .. 
PHATTuesday 1st & 3rdofttachmtllth 
Waneo Seeking Chris! (WSC) 
Man-Imation (M4M) . . 
Thunday 
faith Canmunily Bole Study . . 
Sluday 
Tephilah Pra)'!< Move • . . . . . 
www.manitemple.net 
· Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
. (951) 485-6993 
1'9240 Rodney Avenue 
Riverside, California 92508 
Rev. Clifford Green, Pastor 
{951) 780-0205 , 
! 
Sunday School 
S1,mday Morning Worship 
Prayer/Bible Study (Wed) 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:30 pm 
7:00 p.m. 
9:30AM 
11:00AM 
7:00 PM 
"Now fbirh is the substance of things hoped (o, the evidence of things not seen 
Hebrews 11:1 
sion of our efforts to build 
involved citizens, and in con-
junction with our on-going 
voter registration drive." 
Thursday, October 9th at 7:00 
p.m. and is open to the public . . 
Early attendance is suggested 
to secure a seat. 
, visit:www.crosswordchurch.o. 
rg. For -. additional informa.: 
tion, contact Larry Denman.,at, 
(951) 852-8705. 
The Forum is being held on For directions 
New Hope MBC Celebrates 16th AppreciatiQn Service_:-
rhe Black Voice News First Lady Mary A: Fairley on ice. -
SAN BERNARDINO Sunday; October 12, 2008. New Hope is located -~t' 
New Hope Missionary 
Baptist Church will celebrate 
its 16th Appreciation Service 
for Dr. Robert L. Fairley, and 
The appreciation service will 1575 West 17th Street, San: 
take place at all services, the Bernardino . For more info1,-· 
7:00 a.m. ~ervice, 9:30 a.m. mation contact (909) 887°-: 
service, and 11:30 a.m: serv- 2526. 
Second Baptist Hosts Annual Golf Tournament ·: 
The Black Voice News Course, Riverside, CA. The infofIJ.lation, please contact 
RIVERSIDE purpose is to raise funds to the church office. at (951)' ► 
Second Baptist Church support our scholarship min- 684-7532 or website :at: 
Scholarship Ministry will be istry which prqvides funding www.secondbaptistriversid~. 
sponsoring it's Annual Golf to assist college students with org . Nancy Satterwhite, 
Tournament on Monday, their tuition, books, and com- Pr~sident of the Scholarship. 
October 6, 2008 at 8:00 a.m. puters. The cost is $150.00 Ministry. T. Ellsw01th Gautt: 
at the Oak Quarry Golf per person and sponsorships II , Senior Pastor. 
are ·welcomed. For more 
J?, 
Advertise for as low .as r $1ol i, 
per month 
J: :~-,, 
Superintendent Lawrence C. 
& Olivia Ash 
' I~ .·. 
951.686.1757 
LIGHT 0~ THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY~ RIVERSIDE, CA.92509 
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416 
Jubilee House of Praise for 
ALL Nations 
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376 
(951) 662-3383 
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com 
I 
Senior Pastor&: Visionary Prophetess R. R. Undsay, D.D. 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
DaiJy lntcn:essoty Prayer 
Sunday lnt=soty Prayer 
S-y Impact lnsii1utt & wdership Dcvclopmelll 
Sunday Victorious Cclebratioo & Wonhip 
Wednesday Prayci & Bible Si,dy 
500 AM 
900AM 
9:30 AM 
10:30 AM 
7:00 PM 
l td Satutdays 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
· (909) 874-5152 - Fax · 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 
Youth Service 
. 
WEDNESDAY 
feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
9:30 am 
11 :00 am 
5:00 pm , 
5:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
Rev. Robett 
Edwards 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building 
Sunday 
Wednesday 
Friday 
Weekly schedule of events 
9:30 Hour of Power 
11:00 Worship Hour 
· Noon -0ay Prayer 
7 :30 Bible Study/Prayer 
7:30 Youth Night 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
754 7 Emerald Street • 
Riverside; CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M . . W. Riley, Pastor 
_Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building 
Weekly schedule of events 
Sunday 9:30 Hour of Power 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
Wednesday 
Friday 
· Noon day Prayer 
7:30 . Bible Study/Prayer 
7:30 You!h Night 
RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER 
'Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 
Udellsr@aol.com 
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org 
· (909) 873-5380 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 
Worship .Service 
Miracle Monday Prayer 
Tuesday Bible Study 
Wednesday Prayer 
9:00 am 
10:30 am 
10:00 am 
6:30 pm 
6:30 pm 
· Pastor Darryl J. 
Udell Sr. 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570AM · Sat. 12:0Q pm Co-Pastor Rita Udell 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 1 
"A church where everybody is some-
• body" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Adult Sunday School 
Children's Church 
Sunday Service 
8:00 a.m. 
.l0:00°a.m. 
11 :00 a.m: 
11 :00 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Rev. John Cager 1 j , 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry §ooi 'l(ews Community Church ~ 
Full Gospel Baptist · 
Services 
Sunday 
Sunday 
Tuesday 
~ 
8:00am 
10:30MI 
7:00pm 
11:00,,,, 
HourdPOrN« 
W~alion 
-Study 
-Study Phillip & Denise Powell 
S.nior Pemr & First. Lady 
1672 Pa lm Ave., Hi g hl and, CA 92346 
909.425.2615 
iCC1 11C ·r r:1 P, il rn ,><'., P , ,( ,f ;·· 1 
Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11:30 am 
Bible Sludy (Tues.) . 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
• -- l - . -
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. • 
Building Better Communities 
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\6ishop Kenneth Ulmer Is .Coming To New Joy · 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
:4'.f .. :·· ~ 
His church worships at the New Joy and committed serv-
Forum, the old home of the ice to our community. 
New Joy Baptist Church is 
located at 5694 Jurupa Ave. 
For more information call the' 
church @ 951-779-0088. 
~ew Joy Baptist Church 
cordially invites the commu-
nity to come to hear Bishop 
Kenneth Ulmer, Pastor of 
Faithful Central Bible 
Church, Inglewood, CA on 
Sunday, October 5 , 2008, at 
5:00pm. The occasion is a 
Pre-19th Anniversary Service 
for Rev. Paul S. Munford. 
Bishop Ulmer is a powerful 
• and anointed gospel preacher. 
' ~ - ' ~ . 
. \. 1s --
rittfi~:.;. ~r . 
I 
: 
Rev. Paul S. and Shirley 
Munford 
LA Lakers. God has blessed 
him with over 10,000 mem-
bers and an outstanding 
· national ministry.' 
This Pre-Anniversary 
Service is going to be a spirit-
filled event with great preach-
ing, great singing and a great 
fellowship. The occasion will 
feature Faithful Central's 80 
Voice Choir, the Inland 
Jjistrict Full Gospel Choir 
and New Joy Family Church 
. Choir. Pastors throughout the 
VISIT A CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE. 
area will be coming to sup-
port and to hear Bishop 
Ulmer. Come and be blessed 
and honor Pastor Munford's LET THEM .KN9W YOU SAW IT IN THE BLACK VOICE NEWS 
· nineteen years of ministry at 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Cenur Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, R iverside, 
, CA 
(951) 359-0203 
> Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 
Christian Life Development 
Classes • 
Worship 
Children·s Church 
Tues. Bible Studies 
Thurs. Bible Studies 
6:30 a.m. 
(Adults only) 
6:30 a.m. 
• 10:00 a.m. , 
(Available) 
10:00 a.m, 
7:00p.m. 
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CROSS WORD . 
CURJSrl"'-"-,1 CHUP..t;H 
:ECCLESIA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
. WORSHIP 
OCHEDULE 
Worship Services 
Smday 8:30a11 & 11 :OOaTI 
Childra,'s Ministry 
S.mday 8:30aTI & 11 :~ : 
. Youth Ministry . 
S.mday 8:30an & 11 :OOa11 
Young Adult Bible Sudy 
Tu~ay 7:00pm 
WinoomeWedn~ay Service 
WednEa:lay 5:00- 7:00pm 
COME · 
WO.RSHIP. 
WITH ·us! 
1314E DcteSt 
Sal Bana-di no, CA 
92404 
(909) 881-5551 
www.ecclesi a::hurch.oom 
BJbleClass For All Ages 
Wednes:lay 7:00pm 
'picking up the broken pieces In the lives of belle.Vetr 
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TILLMAN 
RIVERSIDE MORTUARY 
Ms. LA TANYA C. TILLMAN , BS 
• PRESIDENT 
MR. A. LEON TILLMAN , CEO, 
CFD8:EA 
DISTRICT VIL.GOVERNOR 
2874 Tenth Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951-682-6433 (Phone) 
951-682-7863, (Fax) 
1-800-300-6433 
PNP. PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER. 4, 2008 • 7:30 P.M. 
SAN BERNARCINO VAU.E.Y C0U.Eoe THEATER • 701 s. Mr, VERNON 
Tlckels: $10.00 ($15.00 at the door) • L&M (909) 874-3229 • PNP (909) 874-34tt 
Berean -Cotton (909) 824-7200 • a-.., - Rl~lde (951) 888-1237 
5970 L imoniteA11enue 
RivErside, Cal ifornia 92509 
(951) 682-4407 
Smday School: 10:00lrn 
Mornin!jJSErvioe: 11:rorn 
\ \1 ·, ·•·1 hl \) [ i \ 
Bible9udy ~ 7:00pm 
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www.newdcc.org 
177 W• Monterey Ave .. Pomona, CA 91768 
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OF RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
"Be a Blessing to Receive a Blessing" 
Pastor Julio A. & 
. Dr. Patricia L. Andujo 
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
(9 l q. 7 t Cl' 
$EBY■C& ScHEQUL& 
Worship Service 
8 :00 am ·& 11 :OO am 
Blble Study (Wedne•dl!IY) 
12:00 noon & 7 :00 pm 
Chlldren's Church 
11 :00 am (3r~ & 4th Sunday) 
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17925 IRIS AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508 
New Jo Ba fist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside , CA 92504 . 
P.O. Box 51027 • ·Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602 
Week!, Services 
Sunday School" 8:50 a.m. 
Mpming Worship 10:15 a .m. 
First Sunday Evening Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
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